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A BRIEF OUTLINE OF WRC'S 
ADVISmY COMMITTEE-ON NUCLEAR WASTE 

The Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW) was established by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1988 to advise the Commission, 
through the Chairman, on selected aspects of nuclear waste management and 
disposal within the purview of NRC responsibilities. These responsibili- 
ties include 10 CFR Parts 60, 61 and 72, and other applicable regulations 
and legislative mandates such as the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, and the Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Act, as amended. The primary emphasis of the ACNW is 
on disposal, but also includes other activities off-site of production 
and utilization facilities such as handling, processing, transportation, 
storage, and safeguarding of nuclear wastes, including spent fuel, 
nuclear wastes mixed with other hazardous substances, and uranium mill 
tailings. In performing its work, the ACNW will examine and report on 
specific areas of concern referred to it by the Comission or designated 
representatives of the Commission, and the ACNW is authorized to under- 
take other studies and activities on its own initiative, as appropriate, 
to carry out its responsibilities. 

Meetings of the ACNGI are open to the public and are held in Bethesda, 
Maryland, at least s i x  times annually, and more often as the Committee 
sees fit. The ACNW is chartered to interact with not only representa- 
tives of NRC, but also with other federal, state and local agencies, 
Indian Tribes, and private organizations, as appropriate. 

The membership of the Committee has included engineers and scientists 
experienced in radioactive waste management, health physics, chemistry, 
nuclear engineering, environmental engineering, geology, geophysics and 
seismotectonics. The present membership of the Committee includes the 
following: 

Chairman Dade W. Moel ler, Professor of Engineering in Environmental 
Health and Associate Dean for Continuing Education, School of Public 
Health, Harvard University, Boston Massachusetts; 

Dr. William J. Hinze, Professor, Department of Earth and Atmospheric 
Sciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana; 

Dr. Martin 3. Steindler, Director, Chemical Technology Division, 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois; and 

Dr. Paul W. Pomeroy, seismologist and President of Rondout 
Associates, Inc., Stone Ridge, New York. 
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State of Nebraska 
Licensing Process for a LLRW Disposal Facility 



Copies of US Ecology's entire application 
for the  low-level radioactive waste disposal site 

may be reviewed at the  following locations 
during normal working hours: 

Butte Public Library 
Wilson Sfreef Butte, NE 68722 

Boyd County Local Monitoring Committee Office 
Main Street Butte, NE 68722 

Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Control (NDEC) 
4th Floor, State Office €?uilding 

301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln, NE 6850941922 

In addition, copies of 
US Ecology's Environmental Report 

are being distributed to the  counties and 
municipalities within 50 miles 

of the proposed site. 

L 

For more-information please contact: 
Ruth Johnston 

NDEC Public Information Office 
P.O. Box 98922 

301 Centennical Mall !South 
woln, NE 68509=8922 (1402)4?1=21 86 



WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Mike Mobley opened the meeting by welcoming attendees to Florida on behalf of the Southeast 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission. 

SPECIAL INFORMATION SESSION: LIABILITY AND FINANCIAL 
ASSURANCE NEEDS 

Liability and Financial Assurance Needs 
Information Packet. Afton Associates. October 
1990. Contains the following documents: 

An Integrated Evaluation of Financial 
Assurance Needs- for LLRW Disposal 
Facilities Betterley Risk Consultants, Inc. Revised 
October 5, 1990. 

NOTES Financial Assurance Session, DOE 
, Annual Conference August 28 and 29, 1990. 

Table of Contents, Report on Liability and 
Financial Assurance Betterley Risk Consultants, 
Inc. 

Scope of Work, Integrated Financial 
Assurance Report 

** Risk Financing Scheme for Prototype LLW 
Site Betterley Risk Consultants, Inc. 

** An Integrated Evaluation of Financial 
Assurance Needs for LLW Disposal Facilities 
Overhead slides. Paul R Smith, EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

Holmes Brown of Afton Associates, Inc., introduced the session and noted that EG&G Idaho, 
Inc. plans to release its report on financial assurance needs shortly. 

EG&G Report on Financial Assurance: Findings 

Paul Smith provided a general overview of the report entitled An Integrated Evaluation of 
Financial Assurance Nee& for LLW Disposal Facilities. (See above-referenced document.) 
EG&G Idaho is preparing the report in conjunction with Rogers and Associates Engineering 
Corp., Betterley Risk Consultants, Inc., and Milliman & Robertson, Inc. 

The purpose of the report is to assist states and compacts in ensuring that financial assurance 
needs associated with low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities are met. 
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The report will include: 

a discussion of financial assurances for potential claims, 

"worst probable loss" estimates for each type of claim, 

a methodology for estimating necessary financial assurance levels, 

options for providing "worst probable loss" assurances, and 

Richard Betterley of Betterley Risk Consultants, Inc., provided more detail about the project, 

He explained the roles of the merent firms involved with the assignment: 

considerations for selecting assurance options. 

0 IMdlman . .  
Rogers and Associates provides engineering expertise, 

& Robertson is responsible for statistical evaluations, and 

This team has also been hired for a project addressing financial assurance mechanisms for the 
Barnwell, South Carolina disposal facility. 

Betterley's task is to assess financial assurance needs and to suggest a funding mechanism 
should an incident occur. Betterley noted that the likelihood of an incident occurring is very 
remote. 

Betterley Risk Consultants is focusing on the risk management aspects of the project. 

The report is based on a theoretical site with presumptions about the site included in the report. 

The report will address financial assurances for potential claims covering injury to workers, 
on-site cleanup/remedial action costs, and liability to third parties. Liability to third parties 
encompasses injuries to persons who are not employees (such as neighbors or trespassers) and 
property damage. 

Betterley noted that the insurance market for cleanup/remediation is nonexistent. In response to 
a question, Betterley stated that off-site cleanup is included in his projections of cleanup costs. 
It was suggested that the discussion of cleanup in the report specify that off-site cleanup is 
included. ' 

Rogers and Associates developed an analysis of costs for the prototype site based on a worst 
probable loss scenario, involving a major fire in a single vault resulting in downwind 
distribution of particles. A cost analysis for a windstorm or flood was also developed. The 
estimate for cleanup is $10 million. The estimate for third-party liability in the event of a major 
fire is $34 million. The estimate for third-party liability in the event of a windstorm or flood is 
$7 million. The probability of a major fire or a windstorm/fld is one-tenth of one percent per 
year. (See An Integrated Evaluation of Financial Assurance Needs for LLRW Disposal 
Facilities.) 

The cost figures developed reflect the worst probable costs, not the worst possible costs. 
Previous figures released at the Department of Energy Annual Meeting in August 1990 were 
based on a major fire at the entire site. 
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Betterley Risk Consultants proposes that these potential losses be funded through a 
combination of insurance, self-insurance, pre-funding, and post-funding. (See Risk Financing 
Scheme for Prototype LLW Site.) Betterley suggests the following. 

. $10 million should be pre-funded for site cleanup. 

An insurance policy should be obtained through American Nuclear Insurers (ANI), 
covering $25 million for third-party liability claims, Betterley recommends that coverage for 
$34 million be obtained if such coverage becomes available. ANI currently will only 
provide coverage up to twenty-five million dollars. 

Nine million dollars should be post-funded on a site-specific basis to cover excess cleanup 
costs, excess third-party liability claims, or a combination of the two. These monies would 
only be collected in the event of a loss. 

Betterley noted that a sensible alternative to collecting $34 million up h n t  would be to require 
generators to provide a letter of credit or guaranty to cover third-party liability in excess of $25 
million, the amount of insurance coverage available. 

In the event of an unforeseen catastrophic loss, Betterley suggested that a scheme be m g e d  
whereby an individual site could draw retroactively upon the resources of other generators 
nationwide to provide funding. The Price-Anderson Act provides the nuclear power industry 
with a similar financial assurance framework. Betterley noted that legislation might be 
necessary to establish such a scheme for low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities. The 
advantage to such a scheme is that the loss would not be suffered by only one state or compact 
should a catastrophic event occur. 

Discussion of the report followed. John Williams asked whether the cost estimates would 
decrease for low-volume facilities. Betterley said that the cost estimates would decrease, but 
not proportionally. He noted that the vault is the determinin g factor, not the size of the site. 

John Williams asked what would happen to the investment income from the pre-funded $10 
million. Betterley explained that pre-funding moneys are not collected up front but are collected 
during the operation of the facility. Betterley also noted that cost estimates are in present 
dollars. As such, $10 million plus inflation costs would be collected during the life of the site. 

When asked what would happen if an incident occurred during the first year of operation and 
only a small amount of the pre-funding had been collected, Betterley explained that the pre- 
funding would be insufficient in such a scenario but the situation could be resolved either 
through post-funding mechanisms or by accelerated collection of the pre-funding monies. 

Don Womeldorf asked how this scheme differs from the Price-Anderson Act which provides 
fmancial assurance for accidents at nuclear reactors. Betterley noted that the Price-Anderson 
Act legislative scheme is already in place and that it includes caps on liability. Comparable 
legislation for low-level radioactive waste has not been enacted. 

Norman Thomn asked what population was impacted in the major fire scenario. Paul Smith 
referred him to EG&Gs below-ground vault prototype license application (PLAP) for the exact 
figures. (Smith subsequently provided Afton with a copy of the PLAP, which indicated that 
there was low-population density within ten kilometers of the site.) 
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Thorson also noted that the probability figure for a major fire seems high. Betterley stated that 
the incidence was based on actuarial figures. Although there are no incidents of fires at low- 
level radioactive waste disposal sites, generalized data from other fires was used. Bill Dornsife 
suggested that the report include caveats describing how the probability figures were derived. 
He noted that some designs, such as overpacks, may bring the probability closer to zero. Mike 
Mobley agreed that if probabilities are included in the report, a discussion should also be 
included stating the basis for the probability figures. John Mac Millan commented that a 
probability of a one in one thousand chance of a major fire seems high. Carol Amick suggested 
that it may be preferable to use different probabilities based on different types of facilities. She 
asked whether any research on different types of facilities was conducted. Paul Smith 
responded that it was decided to base the report on a below-ground vault for which they had 
data from a previous study. 

In response to a question by Angel0 Orazio, Betterley explained that a worst case scenario is a 
worst probable scenario, not a worst possible scenario. A worst probable scenario is the worst 
case that one could reasonably foresee. The report addresses the, worst probable scenario. 

In response to a question, Betterley confirmed that the report assumed that Class B and C 
waste might be combined in a single cell. 

Richard Jones, of ANI, stated that in the absence of actuarial history, ANI would hesitate to 
assign an actual probability to accidents at a low-level radioactive waste site. 

Marc Tenan asked whether any states or compacts will use a model similar to the prototype 
described in the report. Smith noted that the report would be helpful primarily for its 
methodology, not for the probability figures. 

Gregg h s o n  added that an additional variable that may affect the need for coverage concerns 
the owner/operator of a site. He noted that a state that is operating a site may have sovereign 
immunity that would limit its liability. Betterley thought it unlikely that states would rely on 
immunity. Larson noted that states will increasingly be looked to for payment as time passes 
after closure and if generators are defunct. 

Norman Thorson asked whether methdology in the report will assist states or compacts in 
generating specific cost figures. Paul Smith responded that a description of necessary 
information will be in the report. However, states or compacts would need actuarial data and 
risk management support that is not included in the report. Thorson noted that explicit 
descriptions of cost figures and probabilities should be included in the report. 

Marjory Rinaldo-Lee asked about the break-even point for a cost per cubic foot assessment for 
pre-funding. Betterley responded that he had not reached a point at which a decision not to pre- 
fund would be made. Rinaldo-Lee added that post-funding liability based on a Price-Anderson 
scheme may be a disincentive for states to manage waste well if generators nationwide will be 
required to contribute. Betterley replied that states have sufficient incentive given the significant 
funding already required. 

Elaine Cqlin asked whether a post-funding pool was reasonable without a cap on liability. 
Betterley stated that caps probably would not limit the size of the final payment because they, 
would probably be well above the amount of the loss. Carlin noted that states and compacts 
may be hesitant to agree to a post-funding pool without a limit on liability. 
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Carlin also asked what the appropxiate role is for the site operator concerning liability. Betterley 
explained that the role of the operator is beyond the scope of the report. The purpose of the 
report is to provide a methodology so that there will be sufficient funds to pay for cleanup and 
third-party claims in the event of a loss. Operators may be held liable. He noted that perhaps 
operators could pay a portion of the insurance premiums. 

In response to a question, Betterley responded that transportation is also beyond the scope of 
the project. 

Norman Thorson asked whether American Nuclear Insurers has considered providing first- 
party property coverage. Richard Jones stated that ANI dcm not have the ability to do so at this 
time and that, if they did, such coverage would probably be written with a land exclusion- 
thus providing coverage only for on-site buildings-for low-level radioactive waste facilities. 

Mike Mobley noted that it may be reasonable to create a pool of funds in the beginning. For 
example, each statdcompact could provide $10 million. 

American Nuclear Insurers Update 

Richard Jones provided a general overview of insurance coverage a d  discussed pricing and 
probability determinations. 

Jones opened the discussion by addressing actuarial data and noted that an actuarial database 
for low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities cannot be established. Typically, an actuarial 
database requires thousands of inputs. There are not enough low-level radioactive waste sites 
to form a useful database. 

ANI has a $200-million book of business, of'which less than one percent is attributable to low- 
level radioactive waste. Coverage for low-level radioactive waste is provided as a service to 
nuclear reactor insureds, which comprise 90 percent of American Nuclear Insurers' business. 

The coverage that ANI will provide to low-level radioactive waste sites is not based upon 
probability of loss studies. In insurance underwriting, ANI evaluates both the probability of 
loss and whether a fair return on investors' capacity wil l  be obtained. 

Jones also commented on the liability areas discussed by Richard Betterley: injury to workers, 
potential cleanup costs, and third-party liability. 

An injured worker could recover his or her loss through his or her workers' compensation 
policy, which usually does not contain a nuclear exclusion. There is a window of opportunity 
in which an injured worker has the option to make a claim under workers' compensation or 
under the American Nuclear Insurers/Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters (MAELU) 
Master Workers Policies. Jones stated the low-level radioactive waste policyholders would be 
required to purchase a certificate to the ANVMAELU Master Workers Policies and that this 
cost, while minimal, should be factored into insurance planning. 
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The ANI Facility Form Policy specifically excludes on-site or off-site cleanup with two 
exceptions: 

1) in the aftermath of an accident designated by the NRC as an extraordinary nuclear 
occurrence, and 

2) after a transportation accident. 

Specific criteria applicable to nuclear power reactors define an "extraordinary nuclear 
occurrence." An extraordinary nuclear Occurrence is not applicable to low-level radioactive 
waste sites. 

Although transportation accidents are covered, ANI'S position remains that ANI will not pay 
for on-site or off-site cleanup-including groundwater remediation-in connection with the 
operation of a low-level radioactive waste site. 

Coverage for third party liability will only be provided up to the value of the contaminated 
property. Coverage does not provide for site restoration to its original condition. Liability 
stemming from the traditional tort liability system is covered, up to the amount of the policy 
limit. Any government-mandated liability is outside the scope of coverage. 

Jones noted that legal defense costs are subtracted from the policy limit. As an example, he 
cited the Rancho Seco reactor in California. Approximately $200,000 in legal fees per month 
for a twenty-month period was incurred and subtracted from the policy limit. 

Jones also addressed the probability figures listed in Betterley's presentation. Jones noted that 
American Nuclear Insurers currently is focussing on augmenting first party liability for power 
reactors. This will affect the capacity available for low-level radioactive waste sites. 

Jones noted that the trend of courts to expand tort liability awmis may cause problems because 
it is somewhat disconnected from probability of loss estimates. 

Discussion followed. Gregg Larson asked whether American Nuclear Insurers will consider 
extending coverage beyond closure-after a state assumes responsibility for a site. Jones 
explained that an insurance policy extends for a continuous term until the policyholder cancels 
it. After cancellation, there is a ten-year discovery period for claims to be brought. American 
Nuclear Insurers does not yet have a position on whether a policy would continue after an 
original operator ends its activities. 

Bill Dornsife asked about out-of-court settlements. Jones stated that, in light of prior 
experience, American Nuclear Insurers is inclined to rely on judicial system first, although out- 
of-court settlements will not be precluded if in the best inter& of the insurance company. 

In response to a question on the setting of policy limits, Jones answered that capacity will be 
allotted as determined by American Nuclear Insurers. Allocated capacity will not necessarily 
remain the same. 

Eric Schwing asked how A M  sets its premiums. Jones answered that ANI is required to file 
rating plans with each state. In setting premiums, ANI must work within that rating plan. Jones 
also explained that American Nuclear Insurers is a pool, not an insurance company per se. He 
noted that technically, it is a non-profit organization. He also said that first-party property 
damage accounts for most of its business. American Nuclear Insurers obtains insurance 
capacity from foreign markets and must obtain a certain return on that capacity. 
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State and Compact Reports on Liability and Financial Assurance 

Northeast Compact 

Ron Gingerich reported that the Northeast Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Commission and the States of Connecticut and New Jersey have not undertaken studies to 
establish the amounts that should be required for liability protection or other financial assurance 
mechanisms. 

Gingerich provided a brief description of provisions in the Northeast Compact and in member 
states' siting laws related to liability and financial assurance. The Compact does not contain a 
provision for shared liability between the party states. Each host state is responsible for 
ensuring adequate financial assurances for its facility. Each host state is required to establish a 
post-closure observation and maintenance fund and an institutional control fund. These monies 
will be obtained from disposal charges. 

Each host state is also required to ensure-through the issuance of bonds, the acquisition of 
insurance, or via some other mechanism-availability of funds for compensation for damage to 
persons and property as well as for cleanup and restoration. The Northeast Compact is to 
provide a means to compensate for damages during the institutional control period. 

The Compact Commission held a workshop on financial assurance in Summer 1989. 
Representatives of American Nuclear Insurers, developers, and operators attended. 

The Connecticut siting law does not impose a strict, joint and several liability standard. 
Responsibility for financial assurance rests with the Connecticut Siting Council. The Council 
sets the amount of financial assurance required and the appropriate mechanism. During 
operation, the operator must obtain third-party liability insurance for sudden and non-sudden 
occurrences. The Siting Council establishes the amount. For closure and post-closure 
observation and maintenance, a bond is required prior to operation, which is replaced by a trust 
fund as money is collected from operators. With respect to institutional control, there is a trust 
fund to pay state costs for monitoring and maintenance. A fund or other security for liability for 
damages is also necessary. The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection is 
required to establish a contingency fund of $10 million to cover additional liability not covered 
by the above mechanisms. 

The New Jersey law does contain a strict, joint and several liability standard for damages, 
cleanup, and removal. The law obligates the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility 
Siting Board to require the owner or operator to establish a mechanism to cover closure and 
post-closure monitoring expenses-through escrow accounts, bonds, or other means. 

Northwest Compact 

Elaine Carlin described the experience of the Northwest Low-Level Waste Compact Committee 
and identified potential deficiencies in coverage provided by ANI for new facilities. Carlin 
reported that US Ecology has a $10 million facility form with American Nuclear Insurers. She 
noted that the ten-year discovery period or "tail" provided in the policy only covers events that 
occurred while the site was operational. Carlin also noted the coverage provided represents an 
aggregate lifetime limit, and this limit is inclusive of legal fees. The coverage could be 
exhausted fairly quickly by legal costs. If an incident occurred requiring a pay out up to the 
policy limit, the facility would not have coverage after that time. 
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Betterley responded that pre- and post-closure funding would have to be adjusted if that 
scenario occurred. He also noted that states and compacts should try to obtain post-closure 
insurance, if possible. Richard Jones noted that there are live policies at the three currently- 
operating low level radioactive waste disposal facilities. ANI continues to insure Sheffield and 
Maxey Flats, even though these sites are closed. As follgw-up to t he meetinp. Afton 
Associates. Inc. will submit add mend auesn 'ons on financial assura nce to Betted ev, .. 

Pennsylvania 

Bill Dornsife noted that Pennsylvania's financial assurance provisions cover most risks 
throughout the entire facility life cycle and were developed with significant public input. 
Financial assurances are required up front as a part of license applications. A site closure and 
decommissioning surety as well as the establishment, during operation, of a long-term care 
fund for monitoring and remedial action are required. Pennsylvania law requires that the long- 
term care fund be maintained for the hazardous life of the waste. A pre-funded surety for on- 
site cleanup, in an amount sufficient to pay an independent contractor, is also necessary. 
Dornsife noted that nothing precludes an operator from collecting surcharges to retire these 
costs during the lifetime of the facility. 

Workers compensation, builders risk, and other standard requirements also must be met. 

The facility operator is responsible for third-party liability whether or not commercial insurance 
is available. The minimum amount required is the capital cost of the facility-expected to be 
approximately $60 million. Chem-Nuclear has provided a $100-million letter of credit 
commitment, which is to be used if commercial insurance is unavailable. Legal defense costs 
are a direct operating cost passed on to generators. The $100-million letter of credit pays for 
third-party judgments or settlements. 

The requirements for third-party liability terminate when the operator's license is transferred to 
the state custodial agency. 

A rebuttable presumption in Pennsylvania law provides that any damages or contamination 
within two miles of a low-level radioactive waste facility are presumed to be caused by the 
facility. The burden of proof rests with the operator to establish that it is not responsible. This 
provides an incentive for the operator to establish a good monitoring program. 

Bill Dornsife explained that the Pennsylvania law does include a $100-million limit on 
liability-plus the required level of third-party insurance coverage-for the operator unless the 
operator was negligent, grossly negligent, or acted willfully or with reckless intent. 

Pennsylvania law also provides for a $100-million protection fund, corrected for inflation, 
which is established during facility operation by surcharges on waste. This fund is used to pay 
third-party claims during the long-term care period, when the state has control of the site. 

Liability is shared among party states in proportion to the amoimt of waste disposed, based on 
volume and curies. 

Dornsife noted that satisfaction with these provisions has been expressed in public meetings. 

Pennsylvania's financial assurance requirements will result in simharges of approximately $20 
per cubic foot based on an annual volume of 235,000 cubic feet. Dornsife noted that this 
volume is now estimated to be between 150,000 and 180,000 cubic feet. Higher surcharges 
may be collected initially to address any concern that the site will close early. 
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In the contract for facility development and operations, there is a performance guaranty in 
which Chem Waste has agreed to assume all Chem-Nuclear's responsibilities if Chem-Nuclear, 
for any reason, is unable to meet the terms of the contract. 

In response to a question, Dornsife explained that only unspent surcharges that would retire 
letters of credit may revert to the host municipality. The operator is not precluded from 
collecting surcharges to retire letters of credit. 

Nebraska , 

Norman Thorson explained that Nebraska is establishing procedures very similar to those 
proposed in the EG&G report, If remediation is required, the State will conduct site cleanup as 
well as cleanup of adjacent property. However, liability rests with the developer and generators 
forever. 

The state will have money to act through pre-funding. Pre-funding levels have not yet been 
determined. There is a guaranty among the Compact states to share costs that are under-funded 
or cannot be charged to generators. 

The developer is responsible for providing enough dedicated assets to insure that all costs 
would be covered if the site has to be closed prematurely. The Department of Environmental 
Conservation will determine the funding levels on an annual basis. 

Funds for long-term care and for long-term liability are also established. The State holds these 
funds for the developer. 

Thorson noted that the facility is, in essence, a thirty-year storage facility until closure. Until 
that time, it is relatively easy to remove waste. 

Under Nebraska law, anyone engaged in disposal of low-level radioactive waste is strictly 
liable for property damage and personal injury. This risk should be covered by a policy from 
American Nuclear Insurers. It is assumed that coverage will be available after closure. 

In response to a question, Thorson noted that it is difficult to overcome a rebuttable 
presumption of liability. Thorson mentioned the difficulty in providing proof to rebut a 
presumption successfully. 

Midwest Compact 
** Liability Flow Charts: Proposed Midwest 

Compact Amendments Midwest Interstate Low- 
Level Radioactive Waste Commission. October 17, 
1990. 

Gregg Larson explained that when Governor Blanchard placed a moratorium on Michigan's 
siting process in 1989, the Governor expressed concern because there was no provision for 
shared liability. The Compact subsequently developed amendments to address this concern. 

A new standard of sovereign immunity was developed in the amendments. This standard does 
not include punitive or exemplary damages. The new standard requires a showing of gross 
negligence. Discretionary acts by a state are not covered by the standard. 
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Liability sharing would occur only when insurance and liability funds have been exhausted. It 
would be limited to the percentage of liability that a court would assign to a party state. Pro rata 
sharing among party states would be based on the share of waste disposed and would be 
reimbursed later through fees charged at the site or through damages recovered. 

Each state is required to pay its pro rata share within two years of assessment, or its compact 
membership is revoked. 

Essentially, the liability sharing scheme involves pooled resources. Larson noted that this is 
similar to the national pool described earlier in the session. He noted that this arrangement took 
one year to negotiate among seven states and that this may be difficult to do on a national basis. 

The compact amendments must be adopted by each party state legislature. Larson said that 
attorneys general, administrators, and governors' offices have agreed to the amendments. 

In response to questions, Larson said that, in some cases, the low-level radioactive waste 
disposal sovereign immunity provision in the amendments would be more restrictive than 
existing state statutes. He also noted that there is no limitation on shared liability in the 
amendments. 

Discussion, Future Needs 

A brief general discussion of the entire special information session was held. Ken Weaver 
asked what the chances are that people will seek to recover from generators based on curies 
instead of volume. He noted that records are in terms of volume. Betterley noted that he 
focussed more on radioactivity than volume. Angel0 Orazio and Kevin McCarthy noted that 
the focus may also be on isotopes and that some curies are preferable to others, depending 
upon the isotope. 

It was suggested that Forum representatives participate in the peer review of Betterley's report. 

SESSION ADJOURNED 
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18 

MORNING SESSION 

LLW FORUM BUSINESS SESSION 

Forum Convenor Jerry Griepentrog called the meeting to order. 

Executive Committee Report 

e (revised) LLW Forum Statement of Principles, 
Afton Associates, Inc. October 11, 1990. 

Statement of Principles The Forum's Statement of Principles had previously been revised 
and approved subject to the award of a DOE grant for Forum management to the State of 
Washington. Although some grant procedures remain to be completed, the Forum has received 
formal notice of the award to the State of Washington. Jerry Griepentrog moved to 
adopt the revised Statement of Principles. Leonard Slosky seconded the 
motion. The motion was unanimously approved. 

Executive Committee Changes Griepentrog announced that Jay Dunkleberger's seat on 
the Executive Committee was vacant. On behalf of the Executive Committee, Griepentrog 
nominated Lee Mathews as his replacement. Don Womeldorf seconded the 
motion, and it was unanimously adopted. At the suggestion of the Convenor, 
the Forum agreed to send a letter to Dunkleberger thanking him for his 
participation. 

Forum Mailing List Griepentrog conveyed the Executive Committee's recommendation that 
states move to limit the number of people on the Forum mailing list in an effort to meet budget 
constraints. The Executive Committee asked Afton Associates to limit the number of federal 
agency personnel on the mailing list. The Executive Co mmittee reauests that s tates and 
somuacts re view the list and contact h t h  ia Norris of Afton Associates co ncerninp deletions 

Technical Assistance Tasks At the request of the Executive Committee, Afton Associates 
will write to Forum Participants describing the procedure for cutbacks on technical assistance 
projects and proposed project reductions. Griepentrog moved that the Executive 
Committee be authorized by the Forum to make final decisions on technical 
assistance project recommendations based on feedback submitted to Afton. 
Mike Mobley seconded the motion. The Forum unanimously adopted the 
motion. 

DOE Grant Activities Afton Associates has submitted an interim funding contract bid to 
EG&G Idaho that will cover the period from October through the end of December. 

Representatives of the State of Washington Department of Ecology reported that, on 
September 28, 1990, a grant was received from the U.S. Department of Energy for Forum 
management support . The Request for Proposals (RFP) will probably be advertised by 
October 19. Proposals may then be submitted for thirty days. The contract could be awarded 
by December 1990. 
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Jerry Griepentrog explained that the management contract will be for one year, but may be 
renewed, on an annual basis, for two additional years. The Forum Executive Committee, in 
cooperation with the State of Washington, has established an informal procedure to provide 
direction to the contractor. The Executive Committee will ask the contractor to submit a plan of 
actiodscope of work for each upcoming quarter. The Executive Committee will review this 
document and make recommendations to the Forum to assure that its needs are met and to 
oversee the expenditure of resources. 

STATE AND REGIONAL PROGRESS REPORTS 

Southwestern CompactKalifornia 

Don Womeldorf explained that review of US Ecology's license application is proceeding on 
schedule and should be completed by the end of the calendar year. The original application 
consisted of approximately 8,OOO pages. Three rounds of interrogatories and responses have 
yielded an additional 4,000 pages resulting in a total of approximately 12,000 pages. 

Three entities are participating in the review: 

The technical review'is being undertaken by Roy F. Weston, Inc. 

An ad hoc group of state regulators is looking at the license application and at Weston's 
work. 

A group of health physicists from California's Department of Health and Arizona's 
Radiation Regulatory Agency are assessing the health and safety aspects of the program. 

'In response to a question by Mike Mobley about funding the Arizona staff's activities in 
support of California, Womeldorf explained that rebate money is used for this purpose. 

The license application does not include provisions for mixed waste disposal. 

Update on California Environmental Impact Document California also circulated for 
public comment its environmental impact document [referred to as an environmental impact 
report (EIR) under state law and as an environmental impact statement (EIS) under federal 
requirements]. The public comment period, which lasted for 105 days, closed on 
September 30. Approximately 150 comments were received. State staff in conjunction with 
staff of Dames & Moore are working on responses to the comments. Although some 
commenters expressed dissatisfaction with the project, no major issues have yet arisen. 

Holmes Brown explained that the National Environmental Policy Act-requiring an 
environmental impact statement-was triggered for the California site because land for the 
facility was transferred from a federal agency to the state. 

Suit Challenging TRUMP-S In August, seven non-profit organizations filed a suit against 
the Department of Energy challenging its Transuranic Management by Pyroprocessing- 
Separation (TRUMP-S) program. The complaint asserts that high-level waste will be disposed 
at the Ward Valley low-level radioactive waste disposal site. 

State Attorney General Is Asked to Intervene in Michigan and' New York 
Lawsuits People Against Radioactive Dumps (PARD) has asked the California State Attorney 
General to intervene on behalf of the plaintiffs in the New York and Michigan legal challenges 
to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, 
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Compact Commission Womeldorf also reported that all Southwestern Compact 
commissioners have been named. The commission may convene in early December. 
Worneldorf reuuested t hat executive directors o f cornuact co rnmissions send him copies of their 
bvlaws. 

Central Midwest Compact/Illinois 

Mike Klebe reported that a supplemental investigation field program was conducted this 
summer and is now complete. The purpose of the program was to investigate the potential for a 
hydrological connection between the Martinsville alternative site and wells for the City of 
Martinsville. The investigation findings indicate that there is a stratigraphic connection and any 
hydrological connection is weak at best. Results of the studies should be complete by early 
December. Volumes 1 and 2 of the report are final and are available from the Illinois 
Department of Nuclear Safety on written request. (See LLW Notes, Oct. 1990, p.8.) 

'Because of the delay in the finalization of these reports, Chem-Nuclear was slightly delayed in preparing its license application. .. 

In June 1990, legislation was signed creating a Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility 
Siting Commission. The Commission is a three-member panel that will reyiew and hold 
hearings on the site proposed by the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS). In August, 
the Commission issued for public comment the draft rules of procedure for conducting 
hearings on the site. A public meeting is scheduled for October 27,1990 to obtain input on the 
draft rules. Once a site is proposed, the public will have 60 days to submit comments. 

Eric Schwing announced that the NRC voted on October 17 to grant IDNS regulatory 
authority on mill tailings under the Agreement State program. 

Midwest Compact/Michigan 

Compact Commission ' Update Barbara Lindsey Sims provided an update of recent 
activities of the Midwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission. Sims reported 
that the Commission approved a Michigan budget of almost $9 million for FY '91, subject to 
contingencies, at its August meeting. Michigan had requested $1.9 million to review the 78 
remaining areas that were identified during Michigan's exclusionary screening of the State; the 
budget approved by the Commission included $400,000 for this purpose if the Michigan 
legislature amends its siting criteria. A number of budget items are contingent on the selection 
of three sites for characterization by April 1991. The budget also provides for pro rata 
reductions if the April deadline is not met. 

. 

The Commission has continued to negotiate a repayment guaranty with Michigan utilities. 
These utilities signed an earlier one-year guaranty when the State of Michigan refused to 
provide an assurance of repayment of funds transferred to Michigan for facility development 

Also at the August meeting, the Commission discussed a Dow Chemical Company proposal to 
dispose of thorium waste at its Salzburg Landfill near Midland, Michigan. The Commission 
decided to assert its statutory authority to approve or disapprove on economic grounds the Dow 
proposal and to inform the NRC of its intent to act on the proposal. 
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In response to questions on the Compact Commission's position, Sims explained: 

The Compact has the authority to approve or disapprove the disposal of low-level 
radioactive waste at a non-regional facility. . 

The DOW proposal constitutes disposal of low-level radioactive waste at a non-regional 
facility. 

Michigan is not an Agreement State. The licensing authority would be the NRC. 
- 

. Sims also announced the release of two reports: Projections of Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Characteristics for the Midwest Compact LLW Disposal Pacility and An Evaluation of 
Michigan's Final Siting Criteria for the Siting of a Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal 
Facility. (For information on obtaining copies of these materials, see LLW Notes, Aug./Sept. 
1990, p. 12, and Oct. 1990, p. 8.) 

Michigan Update Jim Cleary stated that the contingencies in the budget are unacceptable to 
the State of Michigan. The State Attorney General is in the process of filing a declaratory 
judgment action, as allowed in the Compact agreement. The action should be filed in federal 
district court in Minnesota by the end of October. 

Due to the problems concerning the guaranty, Michigan will not have any funding from the 
Midwest Compact as of October 1. Absent the guaranty, the Commission has refused to 
authorize transfer of funds approved for the Authority's activities but collected from utilities in 
other states. Of the $6.9 million from Michigan funding sources for the Authority, $4.9 million 
has come from contributions collected from Michigan generators. Last fiscal year, Michigan 
operated totally on funds sent, through the Compact, from Michigan utilities. 

The Michigan Public Service Commission has provided $2 million to'fund the Michigan Low- 
Level Radioactive Waste Authority. Beginning in November, this money will be used for the 
study of the additional sites. Final work plans are being developed, and the project is scheduled 
to begin in early November. 

Utilities are challenging this funding mechanism through the administrative process in the 
Public Service Commission. Utilities assert that they are sending money to the Compact 
Commission for this purpose. Cleary noted that this challenge vdl  not delay the study, but said 
that four months have been lost because of the dispute between the Compact and Michigan. 

Cleary's office is developing funding alternatives for the Authoiity. 

Site Characterization Contract Cleary reported that he hopes to know by March whether 
a site in Michigan can meet the Michigan criteria. If no site satisfies the criteria, Cleary will 
develop recommendations for the Governor and the State Legislature. 

Five bids have been received for the site characterization contract, Selection should be made 
early in November. Cleary said that he hopes to have the project manager in office by January. 

Denial of Access Scheduled for November 10 Michigan has been informed that it 
will be denied access to the sited states on November 10 unless the State takes certain actions. 
.Generators have been notified of the impending denial. Cleary noted that the Michigan Attorney 
General's office is working on a lawsuit challenging the te&a.tion of access. 
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Michigan Siting Criteria In response to a question, Cleary explained that there are two sets 
of criteria: the specific criteria in the Michigan statute and implementing criteria developed by 
the siting criteria advisory committee. Cleary noted that the key criteria in conflict with the 
federal criteria are contained in the state law. As examples, Cleary cited the floodplain 
provisions-500 year floodplains are excluded by state law versus 10 year floodplains under 
the federal requirements-and the wetlands criteria. In Michigan, wetlands must not be present 
anywhere on the entire site. The federal requirement prohibits wetlands in the disposal area. 

Central Compact/Nebraska 

Norman Thorson provided the update for the Central Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Compact Commission. 

License Application Review Thorson stated that a team jointly staffed by the Department 
of Environmental Control and the Department of Health, with support from an outside 
consulting team, is working on the review of the license application submitted by US Ecology, 
the developer/operator for the Nebraska facility. A completeness review is finished, and an 
extensive list of questions will be submitted to US Ecology soon. 

The license application does not provide for mixed waste disposal. Thorson noted that there is 
a small mixed waste stream and the cost of disposing of that stream arguably would make 
future generation of mixed waste impractical. 

US Ecology has also submitted an environmental assessment. The license review and the 
environmental review are proceeding on parallel tracks. 

It is anticipated that an initial determination on whether a draft license should be issued will be 
made in August 1991. A final decision on whether a final license wil l  be issued is expected in 
October 1991. 

Community Response The community closest to the proposed site has expressed continued 
support for the project, although other communities further from the site have indicated 
opposition. One opponent of the site went on a temporary hunger strike. 

Nebraska Proposes Compact Amendments Thorson said that Nebraska has proposed 
amendments to the current Central States Compact, one of which specifies that a state cannot 
withdraw from the compact unless it has served as a host state or unless the commission 
unanimously consents to the withdrawal. Another amendment clarifies a shared liability 
provision. Currently, the Compact provides that all costs not funded are to be shared by 
member states. Some have argued that the term "costs" would not necessarily include all 
liabilities. The amendment would clarify that all liabilities not funded or underfunded are to be 
shared. 

In response to a question about the process for adopting compact amendments, Thorson said 
that Nebraska is working with other members of the Compact. The governor of each member 
state has appointed a person to sit on 'the committee working on the amendments. Thorson 
hopes to have a report from the committee this fall so that it will be possible to submit an 
amendment package simultaneously to each member state legislature this year. He noted that 
any compact amendments must be approved by Congress, but this approval may be 
accomplished in virtually any legislation. 
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Inspector General Investigation Thorson also noted that the Office of the Inspector 
General at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is investigating the activities of Hugh 
Kaufman. 

Northeast Compact/Connecticut/New Jersey 

Compact Commission Ron Gingerich announced that the Northeast Interstate Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste Compact Commission has completed its office relocation to Connecticut. 
The Commission recently published its annual report, which included an insert entitled "What 
is a Compact?" The Commission continues to provide assistance to the host states and to 
monitor their progress. A meeting was held in October between the states' siting agencies to 
coordinate activities. 

New Jersey Gingerich explained that the New Jersey representative was unable to attend the 
Forum meeting due to budget constraints. Gingerich provided the following update, prepared 
by Samuel Penza of the New Jersey Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility Siting 
Board. 

Since the Forum's last meeting, the New Jersey Siting Board has: 

adopted a methodology to screen the state for candidate site!! for pre-characterization, 

accepted a report prepared by Rutgers University on developing a local community 
assistance package, 

completed requests for proposals for pre-characterization, site characterization, and 
preparation of site-related materials for the license application, 

prepared additional fact sheets on transportation and the New Jersey disposal plan, 

prepared and distributed the first issue of the Board's newsletter, Insight; and 

implemented a series of public accessibility sessions at statewide conventions and 
conferences for science teachers, environmental commissioners, business and industry, 
and municipal and other local government officials. 

The Siting Board, the Compact Commission, and the Department of Environmental Protection 
have arranged a workshop to be held on October 29 with generators to provide information on 
managing waste during the interim period as well as to provide them with information on the 
progress of siting. During the next few months, the Board WilR develop and offer a workshop 
for local health and/or environmental offices on the issue of low-level radioactive waste 

. 

disposal. 

The Board received technical assistance from DOE which funded the National Low-Level 
Waste Management Program (NLLWMP) to develop a model of an alternative disposal 
technology-an earth-covered above-ground vault-for disposal of smaller annual volumes- 
50,000 cubic feet per year. This model was received and. will be used in the Board's 
presentations and meetings with the public. 

The Department of Environmental Protection made a presentation to the Board of its analysis, 
using EPA's PRESTO model, of the various ways a disposal facility located in different types 
of geology will achieve the performance objectives of 10 61. 
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During the coming months, the Siting Board will implement the criteria-based area screening 
and candidate site selection methodology; develop a local assistance package addressing issues 
of mitigation, compensation and incentives; and issue the RFP for site characterization. Using 
the criteria-based methodology, the Siting Board will identify candidate sites which, based on 
available data, appear to meet the siting criteria. By early next year, with the hiring of the next 
consultant to continue the Board's siting work, the Board will be able to complete its process to 
identify candidate sites and begin obtaining the locally available and/or on-site information 
necessary to reduce further the number of sites for site characterization work. 

Connecticut 

Kevin McCarthy reported that the State Legislature has provided adequate financial resources 
for the program. The budget for this year is $1 1 million. Legislation enacted in 1988 provides 
the primary source of funding for siting activity-more than $8 million has been collected this 
year. Assessments are based on volumes shipped for disposal. In addition, the State had about 
$3 million remaining from last year. In addition, approximately $500,000 in rebate money is 
still available. 

On September 6,  the Connecticut Hazardous Waste Management Service signed a contract 
with Battelle Memorial Institute to screen the State for sites potentially suitable for a low-level 
radioactive waste disposal facility and to solicit volunteer sites. Battelle opened an office in 
Connecticut in October. Siting criteria are expected to be adopted in November. Contractor 
comments on the criteria are currently being incorporated 

A request for proposals for a facility developer is expected to be issued in early November. A 
contractor should be hired by March 1991. 

Because Connecticut is not an Agreement State, the license application for a disposal facility 
wil l  be submitted to the NRC. NRC staff have reviewed Connecticut's regulations, and their 
comments are being incorporated 

Kathleen Golas has resigned as the Executive Director of the Connecticut Hazardous Waste 
Management Service, but her departure is not expected to delay the process of siting and 
developing a facility. The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection is employing 
additional staff and recently hired two persons to work exclusively on low-level radioactive 
waste. The State Attorney General's office is also hiring additional staff. 

Connecticut has received a letter from the sited states requesting additional information on 
siting activities. A response is being prepared. 

Maine 

John Williams reported that there are two volunteer sites in Mahe. The state had issued notices 
that applications would be accepted from entities with at least 200 acres of potentially 
acceptable land. 

Maine Yankee volunteered a 740-acre site including a containment building for storage. 
Approximately 200 acres of the site may have exclusionary factors, and 300 acres may have 
avoidance factors. However, more than 200 acres may be acceptable under Maine's 
requirements. The containment facility is in the avoidance area. The State has accepted 
Maine Yankee's application and will conduct a study. Press releases were issued and a letter 
was sent to the municipality nearest the site. To date, the public has not responded. 
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The second site, located in northern Maine, was volunteered by the Maple Mountain 
Manganese Company. The site has not been fully evaluated. A meeting on the site was held on 
October 6. At that time, concern was expressed about shallow soils on the site and' about 
portions of the site located in the watershed of a lake. 

Candidate regions will be announced on November 15. There will probably be ten candidate 
regions. A technical screening program will compare these candidates with the volunteer sites. 
Two or three preferred sites should be announced by late 1991. 

A benefits package for the chosen municipality is being developed. The municipality in which 
the facility is located must approve the site. 

Maine is not an Agreement State. Williams said that while the State will be seeking partial 
Agreement State status, authority to license a disposal facility will not be included. 

New York 

.Eugene Gleason reported on the activities of the various state agencies involved with low-level 
radioactive waste. 

Gleason said that the Department of Environmental Conservation recently published proposed 
financial assurance regulations. Preliminary draft regulations addressing design, monitoring, 
and construction requirements are expected in December or January. The Department of Health 
is revising brochures on radiation and health and on the overall siting process. Public meetings 
on radiation safety also are being held. One was recently held in Ashford, where the 
West Valley Demonstration Project is located, at the request of the town council. 

The New York State Energy Research and Development Agency is working on two major 
studies-on Clarenden-Linden geologic faults and low-level radioactive waste storage-at the 
request of the State Legislature. 

The Department of Labor is reviewing the ope&tions of low-level radioactive waste brokers in 
the State. 

The State Energy Office presented a statement at a public hearing on waste that is below 
regulatory concern (BRC). New York is concerned about the process used in developing the 
policy and differences between EPA and NRC threshold limits, in addition to other issues. 

New York's Low-Level Radioactive Waste Siting Commission met in October. It has asked 
staff to provide an executive summary of all work on the selection process completed to date. 

Angel0 Orazio reported that the Siting Commission has submiixed its proposed budget for FY 
1991-92 to the New York State Division of Budget. The budget reflects legislative changes 
made in the spring and summer. Orazio expressed confidence that the requested funds will be 
approved by the State Legislature. A decrease in the funds appropriated by the State Legislature 
for FY 1990-91 for the Siting Commission will mean that the assessment on utilities-which 
was based on the Commission's original budget-will probably be more than adequate to fund 
FY 1991-92. Fiscal problems are therefore not anticipated, 
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On October 1, the Governor received a letter from the sited states asking for “persuasive 
evidence” that New York State’s low-level radioactive waste will not impose a burden on other 
states as of January 1993. New York will contact the sited states for clarification of the letter. 
A new schedule is being developed as part of the response to the sited states. Orazio explained 
the new siting process, under which a siting method recommendation and a site 
recommendation wiU be submitted in parallel. 

Rocky Mountain Compact/Colorado/Nevada 

Jerry Griepentmg reported that the Rocky Mountain Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact 
Board has been working on a contract with the Northwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Compact Committee for long-term disposal of low-level radioactive waste from the Rocky 
Mountain Compact after 1992, when the Nevada disposal facility is closed. 

Texas 

Lee Mathews reported that the trial involving El Paso County’s challenge against the State of 
Texas recently ended aEter two and a half weeks. A final decision on the lawsuit, which 
contests the State’s selection of the Fort Hancock site, is expected in December. 

Absent an injunction against the State by the court, a public hearing will be held in the host 
county in February 1991. The hearing is legally required at the time when the preliminary site 
selection is made and represents the final opportunity for local input. Information from the 
hearing will be evaluated, and a final determination on the selected site should occur in 
May 1991. 

Mathews said that the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Authority has received the final 
facility design, which should be approved by February 1991. Authority staff hope to submit a 
formal license application for the facility in May 1991 and will begin to submit supporting 
documents this year. 

Utilities recently met with leaders of the city of Fort Hancock. Community leaders discussed 
their needs at the meeting, and the utilities agreed to provide benefits. A local opposition group 
subsequently presented a petition to the board of county commissioners objecting to the utility- 
funded benefits, and, as a result, the utilities may reevaluate their decision to provide them. 
Mathews noted that the state can make impact assistance awards but cannot give benefits. 

Waste volume projections for 1992 are now 52,000 cubic feet. Disposal will cost $170 per 
cubic foot. The total cost of the disposal facility, including construction, is estimated at $40 
million. 

Massachusetts 

Carol Amick reported that Commonwealth financial difficulties are a source of delays in 
implementation of the waste management act. The Department of Public Health’s budget has 
been frozen for two fiscal years. Two persons were, however, recently hired in the Department 
to draft regulations. The NLLwMp is developing a waste minimi7ntion program for the Low- 
Level Radioactive Waste Management B o d  
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The Management Board has not been as badly impacted by state fiscal problems since it is 
operating on surcharge rebates rather than state funds. The Board has prepared legislation to 
assess generators and users of radioactive materials. 

The Board is delaying submission of the legislation pending the outcome of a referendum on 
the state ballot to roll state spending back to 1988 levels. Since there were no generator 
assessments in 1988, passage of the referendum might negate any fee legislation. 

The Management Board operates within the Massachusetts department that handles fiscal 
affairs. Amick reported that because 7,000 state employees have been laid off, hiring of 
additional staff has not been approved quickly. However, approval was received two weeks 
prior to the Forum meeting to hire additional stafY. 

The Management Board submitted recommendations to the Governor updating the 1990 
milestone certification letter. The Governor signed off on a letter in September and it was sent 
to the NRC, DOE and the three sited states. 

Amick reported that Massachusetts has also received a letter f o m  the sited states requesting 
additional information on the State's siting activities. 

In response to a question on when the Board's management pl'an will be finalized, Amick said 
that the plan will be completed in draft form by November or December of this year. Amick 
said she had been receiving calls from generators saying that they had heard Massachusetts had 
received 90-day notice of denial of access. Amick later learned that US Ecology had sent a 
letter to Michigan generators some time ago and that the identical letter, substituting 
"Massachusetts" for "Michigan" had been distributed to Massachusetts generators. The 
Management Board has sent a letter to US Ecology demanding that they n o w  generators of 
the misinformation. 

The Management Board is conducting its annual survey of users of radioactive materials. The 
Board has also been explaining the NRC policy on BRC to generators in an effort to help them 
understand the policy. 

Southeast Compact/North CarolindSouth Carolina 

Mike Mobley reported that the Southeast Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission 
met in Memphis in August and will meet again on November 14-15 in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. 

The primary activity of the Commission in the past several months has been the development of 
a mechanism to fund the site development cost in North Carolina. While the costs will be paid 
by generators of low-level radioactive waste in the Southeast Compact, the details of the 
mechanism have not yet been ironed out. It appears that the mechanism will take the form of an 
access fee to be collected by the State of South Carolina. Generators who do not pay the fee 
would be denied access to Barnwell and future regional facilities. Mobley said that it is hoped 
that the details for a mechanism will be worked out shortly and presented to the Commission' 
for approval at the November meeting. Collection of the fee would begin on January 1,1991. 

.A survey was recently mailed to all Southeast Compact generators to determine their storage 
capacity for the years when the Southeast Compact may not have a regional facility in 
operation. This is the fmt survey of storage in the Southea.st Compact. In response to a 
question, Mobley said that generators have not yet responded. 
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The Compact's 1989 Generator Survey Report will be ready for distribution in November. The 
volumes disposed by Southeast generators in 1989 increased 4 percent over 1988 levels, while 
total activity declined 49 percent. Persons should contact Sherol Bremen of the Compact 
Commission for a copy of the report. Bremen can be reached at (919)781-7152. 

North Carolina John Mac Millan reported that the North Carolina Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste Management Authority has conducted a thorough review of the low-level radioactive 
waste disposal facility project. Results of the review indicate that the schedule for beginning 
operation will be delayed by two years, and development of the facility will cost twice as much 
as originally estimated, excluding the cost of construction. 

The Board staff is also reviewing site characterization plans for the two sites designated for 
detailed characterization. The plans were submitted to the North Carolina Division of Radiation 
Protection in June. Six to eight weeks had been allotted to complete the review process. 
However, the three most important agencies had not submitted their comments by early 
October. Comments addressing groundwater probably will not be submitted until mid- 
November. Altogether, it now appears that the entire process will take six months instead of 
two. 

The site characterization process, instead of starting in September, is now scheduled to begin in 
January. It may be possible tomake up some of this four-month slippage. The start-up date for 
the facility is still planned for early 1995. 

A package of comprehensive community benefits for the selected.host county will be submitted 
to the North Carolina General Assembly when its next session begins in January 1991. 
Mac Millan would like feedback from ot h er s t m  and co muacts o n structun 'np. benefits 
pac ka 

. 

In response to a question about the cost for phase 1 of site development, Mac Millan estimated 
that costs through submitting a license will be $60 million. Of that, $46 million will be for 
Chem-Nuclear, $7-8 million will be spent on site acquisition, and the balance is for the North 
Carolina Radioactive Waste Management Authority's expenses and for other subcontractors. 

The site will comprise approximately 500 acres. The figure for site acquisition includes, in 
addition to the actual site acquisition, legal fees, the costs of negotiating with landowners for 
purchase, and obtaining access to the property. The $7-8 million figure is in future dollars, not 
present dollars. Ten to twelve percent of the estimate is due to inflation. 

Also in response to a question, Mac Millan said that Universal Field Service was hired as a 
land agent. 

Northwest Compact/Washington 

Elaine Carlin reported that the State of Washington submitted a petition on behalf of the sited 
states to intervene in the New York lawsuit. This petition was recently granted. 

Carlin also discussed the Envirocare site in Utah, which accepts naturally-occurring radioactive 
materials (NORM). 
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Envirocare has license amendments pending: 

with the State of Utah that would allow it to accept low concentrations of licensed, by- 
product and special nuclear material; 

with NR% to dispose of lle.(2) materials (mill tailings); and 

with EPA to handle hazardous waste mixed with the same radiological constituents as are 
currently proposed in the amendments. 

Carlin is researching the issue to learn exactly what license amendments are being proposed, 
what it might mean nationally, what it may mean regionally as far as the Northwest Compact is 
concerned, and what it may mean regarding mixed waste. 

Carlin reported that Utah is interested in moving expeditiously on the license amendment, with 
a decision possible by the end of the year. Approval for the RCRA portion is scheduled for 
November 11. 

Four new waste streams are being considered: 

high-volume, low-activity accelerator-produced waste; 

high-volume, low-activity NORM waste containing small quantities of by-product 
materials-the waste would be consistent with class A levels or lower or near the levels 
suggested for BRC; 

thorium or uranium from mineral extraction facilities+his would only be for special 
nuclear materials in the form of enriched uranium; and 

Bill Dornsife is assisting in the review of the list of concentrations in the amendment request to 
determine what percent of Class A waste will be acceptable. Dornsife commented that the 
following isotopes are not included in Envirware's list: technetium-99, iodine-129, and cobalt- 
60. This would probably exclude most reactor waste. 

a large volume of waste containing depleted uranium. 

Carlin will provide the list of proposed concentrations in the license application amendments to 
those who request it. She would like feedbac k on the impact t hese license chaqes mav have on 
national waste streams. 

With respect to mixed waste, the President of Envirware has told Carlin that he has received 
numerous calls from generators expressing interest in sending caixed waste to the Utah facility. 
It appears that the facility will receive permission to accept mixed waste. 

The Envirocare President has indicated that he would like to utilize the two-year national 
capacity variance for mixed waste and accept as much mixed waste as possible during this 
time. In response to questions, Carlin stated that Envirocare does not plan to pursue a no 
migration petition. She indicated that a petition is not necessary because Envirocare has 
indicated that it will comply with the requirements of RCRA. When asked what would happen 
when the two-year national capacity variance expires, Carlin replied that the Envirocare 
President has said that he believes EPA will extend the variance. 
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Carlin also reported that negotiations with the Rocky Mountain Compact have been concluded. 
A draft contract has been prepared for public comment, Persons interested in obtaining a copy 
of the draft contract should contact Carlin. There will be two public hearings in Washington. 
The term of the contract is until the currently operating facility at Hanford closes. 

The Washington statute only permits agreements with the current members of the Rocky 
Mountain Compact and with North Dakota and South Dakota. 

Current disposal estimates for the Rocky Mountain Compact are 6,000 cubic feet per year. An 
additional 140,000 cubic feet will result from decommissioning the Fort St. Vrain reactor. 

In response to a question, Carlin said that the financial contribution from the Rocky Mountain 
Compact will be $2.5 or 3.5 million. This is a one-time contribution. 

Appalachian Compact/Pennsylvania 

Bill Dornsife reported that a contract was executed by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Resources, Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., Chemical Waste Management, Inc., 
and Waste Management, Inc. on August 24. As a result, the role of the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Resources has changed to that of a regulator. Previously, the 
Department also had a facilitation role-selecting a contractor. 

Financial review of the contractor will be separated from the technical review. The 
Pennsylvania Comptroller, which is independent of the Department of Environmental 
Resources, will be conducting audits. 

. 

The passage of a fee bill, after a one-year delay, enabled the Commonwealth to sign the 
contract. A first-year fee of approximately $9 million has been received. Baltimore Gas & 
Electric has volunteered to contribute $1.5 million. 

The fist contract deliverable is the siting plan, which is required within 90 days of execution of 
the contract. There will be a 45-day public review and an advisory committee review. Dornsife 
said that public review is not required. The review should be complete by January. 

State and federal exclusionary criteria will eliminate large areas of Pennsylvania from 
consideration as a facility location. Three potentially suitable sites are to be submitted to the 
Environmental Quality Board in November of 1991. There will be a six-month review period. 
The three host communities will each receive a grant of $lOO,OOO. 

In another area, a Memorandum of Understanding has been signed with NRC Region 1 under 
which Pennsylvania will act as an agent for NRC to inspect radioactive shipments before they 
leave licensees. Pennsylvania is currently acting as an agent for NRC but can only make 
recommendations, not take enforcement action. 

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania sent a draft program plan to NRC in January 1990 to 
support Pennsylvania's Agreement State application. NRC was asked to send comments by 
March. They have not yet been received. The NRC Office of General Counsel has raised some 
issues regarding the application which may be referred to the Commission for approval. For 
example, shallow land burial restrictions in the Compact may not be compatible with NRC 
requirements. In response to a question, Dornsife explained that Pennsylvania law bans 
shallow-land burial. Another issue is that both the compact and state law allow more stringent 
requirements than those of the federal government. 
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Additional issues include the.applicability of 10 61 and whether it can be used to license 
an above-grade facility. NRC has also questioned some of Pennsylvania's definitions, such as 
the definition of disposal. 

Dornsife noted that NRC had an early opportunity to address these issues. If NRC and 
Pennsylvania cannot resolve these differences, Pennsylvania's next step is to go to oversight 
committees in Congress. 

Appalachian Compact Marc Tenan reported that the Appalachian States Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste Commission has only been operational since June 4. Most work to date has 
centered on administrative and operational issues. The first official meeting was held on 
September 24. The following items were addressed at the meeting: 

Tenan was offered a contract as Executive Director of the Commission. 

Permission to hire staff was obtained. 

Bylaws were discussed. Some suggested changes by Penrisylvania will be considered at 
the next meeting. 

Surcharge rebates from DOE were discussed 

SESSION ADJOURNED 
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

LEGAL UPDATE 

Constitutional Challenges . 

Michigan Jim Cleary reported that the Department of Justice filed a motion to dismiss the 
complaint in the Michigan lawsuit against the feded.government. The Michigan Attorney 
General is preparing appropriate briefs in response to this motion. These should be completed 
late this year or early next year. 

New York Gene Gleason provided the update on New York's legal action against the 
federal government. 

In late August, Washington, Nevada, and South Carolina filed a motion to intervene in the 
case on behalf of the Department of Justice. The Court granted the motion on September 21. 

On October 22, the Department of Justice and the sited states filed papers defending the 
constitutionality of the federal law. Anyone who would like copies of material associated with 
the suit should contact Gleason or his staff. He has an arrangement with the state Attorney 
General's office to provide materials. In response to a question on whether there is a charge for 
these materials, Gleason answered that it will depend upon the number of requests received. 

B was reuuested that Den0 ns involved in anv u r n  'nent litiggion send materials to Afton, 

Two adjournment requests have extended the trial date for the New York challenge into 
December. Oral arguments are schedded to begin on December 7. 

Nebraska Jay Ringenberg reported that three local monitoring committees are involved in 
litigation. Originally, there was a local monitoring committee for each of the three candidate 
sites. The State had provided funding to each committee. When two of the three sites were 
essentially eliminated from consideration, the State allotted $100,000 for the monitoring 
committee at the remaining site undergoing detailed characterization. The other two monitoring 
committees, however, are seeking a share of the $lOO,OOO allotment. 

In another legal action, Norman Thorson stated that in September, the State had been 
dismissed from the suit brought by Concerned Citizens of Nebraska. (Thorson later reported 
that the court granted the Compact Commission's and US Ecology's motions to dismiss, 
meaning that they are no longer defendants in the case. The State was dismissed on Eleventh 
Amendment grounds and the Compact and US Ecology were dismissed on the grounds that the 
plaintiffs failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted) 

Site-Specific Challenges 

North Carolina John Mac Millan reported on the suit against the North Carolina Low- 
Level Radioactive Waste Management Authority brought by Richmond County, where one of 
two sites designated for site characterization is located. The other candidate site straddles Wake 
and Chatham counties. Mac Millan has been told that Chatham County will also bring suit, but 
an action has not yet been filed. 
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Following a hearing in March, the court allowed the state to proceed with site designation 
activities except for those involving intrusive action at the Ricmond site, such as drilling. The 
court must review site specifications and the characterization plan for Richmond County before 
it can determine whether an environmental impact statement is necessary. 

In June, Richmond County filed an amended complaint, which asserts that the Authority is not 
following its own procedures in selecting the site and that the procedures it used are based on 
inaccurate and incomplete information. Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. has been named as a co- 
defendant in the suit. 

The Authority received 24 interrogatories and 56 requests for documents in connection with the 
lawsuit. In October, 10,000 pages of documents will be made available in response to the 
County's discovery request. Depositions have not yet been taken. 

The Authority has filed its own set of interrogatories as has Chem-Nuclear. 

The Authority responded to the original and the amended complaint in August and requested 
dismissal. 

The Authority has requested that the case be designated as an "exceptional case". If the request 
is granted, a single judge will be assigned to the case and will continue to hear it until it is 
resolved. The State prefers such an arrangement because of the technical nature of the case and 
because it provides schedule flexibility. 

MacMillan also said that the North Carolina Geological Survey has commented on the 
characterization plan. The plan may need to be modified in light of these comments before the 
Authority returns to court. 

Mac Millan mentioned that the legal action is taking longer than anticipated. He noted the 
demands placed on resources as a result of the lawsuit. 

Texas Lee Mathews reported that the trial involving El Paso County's challenge against the 
State of Texas concluded after two and a half weeks. Several thousand exhibits were presented 
atthe trial. 

Mathews said that the plaintiffs argued three main points. 

3) 

They asserted that several provisions of siting laws are unconstitutional. They challenged, 
for example, the 20-mile setback rule, which prohibits the Texas Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste Disposal Authority from siting a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility within 
20 miles of certain reservoirs. The plaintiffs asserted that there is no rational basis for this 
rule. 

They claimed that Texas gave undue importance to the state-land preference provision, 
which requires the Authority to give preference to state-owried land in siting a facility. The 
plaintiffs argued that Texas overlooked other potential sites and acted in an arbitrary and 
capricious manner. 

They contended that the siting process used was flawed in that Texas established criteria 
and did not follow them. Texas argued that the criteria are merely guidelines and that the 
State has latitude in their application. 
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Plaintiffs also alleged that Texas selected a technically flawed site that is within a 100-year 
flood plain, subject to erosion, in an earthquake zone, and so forth. The State countered these 
arguments. 

Mathews noted that El Paso County failed to follow procedure for requesting attorney fees, and 
the court denied its request for such fees. The County had been promising local citizens that the 
fees would be recovered. 

The alternative for the County is to approach the State legislature for reimbursement, which is 
unlikely to be appropriated. 

The trial judge intends to tour the site. (Mathews later reported that the judge toured the site on 
October 18.) A decision is expected by the end of the year. 

As advice for others, Mathews suggested that flood studies should be conducted as soon as 
possible and as accurately as possible since this is an issue that can be raised easily by 
opponents. 

Bill Dornsife noted that the m&um probable flood-plain requirement that NRC has is a 500- 
year flood plain rule. 

In response to questions, Mathews said 

the Authority's performance assessment was not challenged during the trial; 

it is unclear what impact the challenge will have on Texas' schedule. The schedule could. 
slip by up to two years depending upon on whether the court issues an injunction 
preventing the State from taking action. Absent m injunction, the Authority is proceeding. 

Alabama Hazardous Waste Case 

Lee Mathews provided the following update on National Solid Wastes Management 
Association v. Alabama Department of Environmental Management. 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liabiliq Act (CERCLA) 
was enacted in 1980 to accomplish the cleanup of hazardous waste sites. Among other things, 
the law created Superfund. CERCLA was amended in 1986 by the Superfund Amendments 
and Reauthokation Act (SARA). 

SARA provides that each state must show that it will have adequate capacity available to 
dispose of hazardous waste generated within the state for the next 20 years. Congress 
recognized in SARA that individual states may be unable to create new disposal facilities for 
themselves. SARA thus provides that such states may satisfy the capacity assurance 
requirement by entering into agreements or compacting with states that have excess capacity. 

In response to the SARA requirements and to concerns about the large amounts of hazardous 
waste that were being delivered to a site in Emelle, Alabama, the State passed the Holley bill, 
which prohibited the site from receiving hazardous waste generated in other states that had no 
facilities of their own and had not entered into a requisite agreement with Alabama. 
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The net effect of the bill was to exclude waste from twenty-two states and the District of 
Columbia. Chemical Waste Management, the site operator, 'and the National Solid Wastes 
Management Association sued Alabama, contending that the Holley Bill violates the commerce 
clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

The Federal District Court upheld the Holley bill on the growids that: 

it is a legitimate state effort to comply with the capacity assurance requirements in SARA; 

it was aimed at protection of the health and welfare of the state's citizens; and 

the bill had only an incidental effect on interstate commerce, since the bill only punished 
those states that were not complying with SARA and did not ban all out-of-state waste. 

On appeal, the Federal Court of Appeals disagreed, vacated and remanded the case to the 
District Court with instructions to enter a judgment in favor of Chemical Waste Management, 

The Appeals Court found that 

the Holley Bill was not required for Alabama to comply with the capacity assurance 
requirements. Alabama could comply by providing additional disposal capacity within its 
state, or by entering into a compact with another state to use its capacity, or by contracting 
with private facilities within Alabama, such as the Emelle site; 

the Holley Bill attempted to exclude out-of-state waste shipments selectively, based solely 
on their origins and not on any other legitimate basis such as the degree of hazard; 

. the Holley Bill is a protectionist measure designed to protect Alabama from a national 
problem common to alL 

The Court noted that a state statute that acts as a barrier to interstate commerce can still be 
upheld as Constitutional if Congress clearly authorizes the action. But the Cow found nothing 
in SARA that would authorize a state to close its borders to out-of-state waste in order to force 
other states to meet federally-mandated waste capacity requirements. The Court cited the Low- 
Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act as an example of a federal statute that clearly provides that 
states can ban out-of-state waste if such states are members of compacts. 

The Court also made findings on prenotification and variance regulations and other matters 
based on the Holley Bill and found that they had been preempted by existing federal law. 

This Court applied traditional commerce clause analysis as enumerated in City of Philadei'phia 
v. New Jersey. Mathews noted that the Alabama decision is another case law example of the 
difficulty for states in prohibiting out-of-state commerce without violating the commerce 
clause. He added that this case illustrates the Constitutional problems a state may encounter 
when trying to force non-complying states into compliance with a federally-mandated scheme 
and trying to satisfy federal requirements applicable to itself by erecting barriers to interstate 
commerce. 

Alabama has indicated that it will appeal the decision. 

Discussion followed. Norm Thorson noted that it is difficult to sustain legislation that on its 
face discriminates against out-of-state commerce. He noted that even facially neutral legislation 
is difficult to sustain if it has these discriminatory effects. 
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. .  

It was noted that Congress can authorize discriminatory activity if it chooses, but, according to 
case law, it must do so “clearly and unequivocally”. 

A question was asked about excluding naturally-occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive 
materials (NARM). Thorson recommended that the language of the compact agreement be 
reviewed, since it may affect the ability to exclude or accept NARM. 

In response to a question, Thorson explained that if a compact clearly grants exclusionary 
authority, an act of Congress approving that compact should be clear evidence of 
Congressional intent. The act approving the compact may, however, contain a savings clause 
approving the compact agreement to the extent that no provisions are inconsistent with other 
laws. 

It was also noted that some protection may be available through the licensing procedure. States 
may be interested in contacting site operators about this. 

John Mac Millan reported that North Carolina is trying to establish both a low-level 
radioactive waste disposal facility and a hazardous waste disposal facility. 

The hazardous waste facility would include an incinerator, a solvent recovery facility, and a 
landfill. The hazardous waste facility package is part of an interstate agreement between 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Tennessee, and Kentucky. 

. 

There is no indication that North Carolina is reconsidering the project or postponing siting 
activities because of the Alabama case. There has been a lot of newspaper coverage of 
North Carolina’s activities. Eighteen lawsuits have been initiated against the State and a 
number of persons are involved in civil disobedience in an effort to persuade the State to end 
the hazardous waste project. 

\ 

UPDATE ON DOE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE .. 
0. 

0. 

0 .  

0 .  

Status of Technical Assistance Activities EG&G 
Idaho, Inc. October 17, 1990. 

descriptions of current and planned DOE 
technical assistance projects EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
October 1, 1990. 

draft Technical Bulletin, Executive Summary, 
Managing Commercial Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste Beyond 1992: Issues and Potential 
Problems of Temporary Storage Thomas Kerr. 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. August 1990. 

Development of Technical Assistance Modules 
to Address Needs of States and Compact 
Regions EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

Funding Reduction Impacts on Technical 
Assistance EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
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Manifest Data Availability, 1990 Shipment 
Data As of October 1990 Timeline. EG&G Idaho, 
Inc. 

Ron Sandwina of DOEfldaho introduced himself to the Forum. He reported that 
Bill Newberry has joined the Vermont Low-Level Radioactive Waste Authority and said that 
Joe Coleman wil l  continue to work on low-level radioactive waste issues at DOE. 

Recent Program Activities 

Roger Scott delivered the presentation on technical assistance. He noted that the mixed waste 
disposal facility implementation plan is being printed and shodcl be available shortly. 

The National Low-Level Waste Management Program (NLLWMP) is providing state-specific 
assistance to New Jersey based on reworked models of a disposal facility layout. The 
NLLWMP had developed six models several years ago for disposal facilities. New Jersey 
requested a model that would reflect the technology that will be used in the State. The models 
will portray a disposal site and its environs and will indicate proximity of the facility to 
communities, farmlands, and so forth. While the technologies that other states and compacts 
are using may not be the same as those of New Jersey, the new model may be helpful. The 
new model will .be available to other states and compacts, as will an artist's rendering of the 
disposal site. 

By the end of October, the NLLWMP wil l  issue a report, at the request of DOE, on closed 
commercial disposal sites and on currently operating sites. This new report will be an updated 
consolidation of two previous ones. Scott said that the report is not designed for use by the 
general public, but that it would be helpful for more detailed educational efforts. 

Data systems Scott explained recent data systems activities. (Refer to the timeline listed 
above.) He described ongoing activities to purchase data from US Ecology and Chem-Nuclear 
and noted that over the summer, the NLLWMP converted to an automated data loading system, 
which should speed loading time. 

Scott added that a report on the use of subsystems has been received by DOE. The report 
concluded that there has not been effective use of the bibliographic or communication system. 
The NLLWMP has received draft guidance from DOE indicating that these two subsystems 
might be discontinued. 

Technical Assistance Tasks for FY 1991 

Scott discussed the one-page summaries of all new and continuing technical assistance tasks. 
(See document listed above.) Elaine Carlin requested t hat the names o f the Forum's technical 
psistance volunteers be added to t hese o ne-Dape su mman&Scott agreed to add this 
information. 

- 

State-by-State Annual Report Mike Mobley discussed breaking down state volumes of 
low-level radioactive waste by categories of activity (A, By and (2). 
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Legal Brief Bank Gregg Larson reported that, following a suggestion at the July Forum 
meeting, he has formally proposed that DOE provide funding for a new technical assistance 
project-the establishment of a legal brief “bank“ so that Forum Participants may obtain copies 
of pleadings and other relevant documents for lawsuits that relate to the management of low- 
level radioactive waste. Larson noted that considerable time is necessary to keep abreast of 
national legal developments and that it would be more efficient to have a central clearing house 
so that Forum Participants could avoid duplicative efforts. Housing the bank in the Forum 
would ensure impartiality in its acquisition and distribution policies. The seivice provided 
would be idonnational only. Legal advice would not be offered. 

LeonardSlosky moved that the Forum recommend to EG&G and DOE that the 
brief bank proposal, as outlined in Gregg Larson’s letter, be considered. 
Mike Mobley seconded the motion. Discussion followed. Carol Amick questioned the 
usefulness of such a project and moved to defer action on the brief bank proposal until the 
Forum knows what the cost of the project will be. 

Gregg Larson said that he did not intend for his proposal to be voted on at the Forum meeting, 
but was simply notifying the Forum of the formal request made as a follow-up to the 
suggestion at the last meeting. Following further’discussion, the motion was withdrawn and 
the NLLWMP was asked to follow its recommended course for new technical assistance 

nd a cost eso mate to DOE. It is 
WJected t 
suggestions-submit a one-oqge youosed scope of work a 

meetinp for further comment and inuut, - 

Technical Assistance Priorities Roger Scott explained the process for providing technical 
assistance to states and compacts. DOE issues guidance and provides the Program with 
milestones. Scott quoted the guidance: “Technical assistance priorities should be derived fiom 
states and compacts through a systematic effort involving the LLRW Forum and the Host State 
TCC augmented by consultation with state and compact officials responsible for implementing 
the act” 

- non will then be I, resented to t he Forum at its Janum . .  hat the one-uw desmD 

Scott then described a process for development of technical assistance tasks and allocation of 
technical assistance resources. (See document refmnced above.) 

Scott was asked what the procedure would be for new projects that arise during the year. Scott 
said it should be determined whether proposed new projects are time-critical. If they are not, 
they should undergo the standard procedure. If a project is time-critical, the Forum should 
consider the proposed new tasks and formal action or a recommendation should be made to 
DOE as a request for additional technical assistance. 

Jim Cleary explained the proposed process for dealing with budget reductions this year as 
opposed to dealing with new requests (as described in the LLW Forum Business 
SessionBxecutive Committee report, above). Jim Cleary noted that the Executive Committee 
has asked Afton Associates to send a letter to Forum Participants explaining the procedure for 
budget reductions and seeking their feedback on technical assistance prioritization. 

Roger Scott then discussed the impacts of funding reduction on technical assistance. (See 
document referenced above.) Scott said that budget reductions are still uncertain. The worst 
case scenario is that there will be a 35 percent reduction. 
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Leonard Slosky moved that the Executive Committee be empowered, upon 
review of input from the entire Forum, to provide input on priorities to EG&G 
if it becomes necessary to make reductions in the previously approved list of 
reductions for technical assistance tasks. Jim Cleary seconded the motion. The 
motion was adopted unanimously. 

' 

Cleary noted that Forum Participants are not limited to commenting upon the proposed list of 
project reductions but may provide input on all technical assistance tasks. 

Roger Scott said that, with regard to appropriate funding for technical assistance, his role at 
the NLLWMP is to solicit input from the Forum and then to make recommendations to DOE. 
DOE decides how technical assistance moneys should be spent. Scott requested that this 
statement be included in the Forum meeting report. 

Report on Forum Technical Assistance Advisory Groups 

Roger Scott has asked Marijo Kerr to coordinate with the Foruxn advisory groups. 

UPDATE ON TCC ACTIVITIES 

Bill Dornsife reported that the Technical Coordinating Committee met in August following the 
DOE annual meeting. 

Dornsife requested that a matrix listing state contacts and state activities on mixed waste that 
was prepared for the TCC meeting be distributed to Forum Participants. (The NLLWMP 
reports that this matrix will be updated for the January 8-9 TCC meeting. Afton Associates will 
distribute the updated matrix after the TCC meeting.) 

Dornsife provided on update on progress on the uniform manifest. The TCC working group 
reviewed comments on the draft manifest, which will be sent out to TCC members for fmal 
review and comment. The finalized document will be sent to the Forum and to the NRC. NRC 
Chairman Carr has stated in a letter to TCC Convener Ruben Alvarado and to Forum 
Convenor Jerry Griepentrog that he personally supports a unifam manifest. 

Dornsife noted that in August the TCC also had a session on quality assurance and a 
brainstorming session on low-level radioactive waste storage. "lie most critical issues are: 

the potential need to amend licenses for licensees that are not authorized to store treated 
waste that is returned; 

liability of states for storage by themselves or by generam after 1996; 

the difference between transferring title and possession; 

how mixed waste will be handled after the two-year national capacity variance expires; 

the effects of storage regulation changes, given that the five-year storage limitation has no 
technical basb th is  may be an appropriate area for the Fonun to address; 

storage costs; 
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the need for defined waste acceptance criteria by the states and compacts constructing 
disposal facilities; 

identification of acceptable waste forms; and 

issues concerning retrieval of stored waste, such as whether a drum placed in storage will 
meet DOT regulations when it is removed from storage or whether it will need to be 
overpacked prior to shipment for disposal. 

These issues wil l  be discussed in EG&Gs final report on storage. 

The next meeting of the TCC is scheduled for January 8-9 in St. Louis, Missouri. 

Dornsife also said that the Materials & Waste Working Group believes that its report to the 
Fonun (currently being drafted) should be sent to the TCC for review. 

Dornsife also reported that the Executive Committee had discussed coordination with the TCC. 
Dornsife believes that coordination is working well. E other members of the Forum think that 
coordination should be revised, they should contact Dornsife. 

NRC UPDATE 

Database Rulemaking 

Jim Kennedy reported tha Chairman Can has stated in correspondence with Ruben Alvarado 
and Forum Convenor Jerry Griepentrog that he formally supports inclusion of a uniform 
manifest in the database rulemaking. Following earlier discussions, NRC asked the 
TCC/EG&G to prepare a sample uniform manifest. A draft was submitted during the summer. 
NRC and DOT have provided comments on the draft to the TCC, and NRC is awaiting another 
version addressing these comments. 

Kennedy made the following points: 

It was hoped that DOT'S comments would be addressed as well as those of NRC. 
Resolution of DOT comments will add to the time the rulemaking is expected to take. 
Bill Dornsife responded that the TCC did try to resolve technical comments. Policy issues 
could not be resolved. These issues are being deferred to the NRC for resolution; 

As a result of modifications in the uniform manifest, it may be necessary to submit the 
manifest to the TCC again to determine whether the TCC still concurs on the manifest. 
Kennedy advocated formation of a working group comprised of DOT, NRC, and the TCC. 
Kennedy noted that there are federal requirements regarding public involvement in 
rulemakings and said that NRC may need to follow special procedures to form a working 
group, such as issuing a Federal Register notice announcing the meeting date. 

Additional justification for the uniform manifest is needed. Kennedy recognized that a 
health and safety rationale has been provided but noted that obtaining approval for a 
uniform manifest within NRC could be difficult. Kennedy recommends working together 
to strengthen the justification. He said that their aim is to justify with a health and safety 
basis every item--every blank-on the uniform manifest. 

. 
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Kennedv a lso said that the NRC would like input on the Ameement States' Dos ition on the 
pniform manifest Since a decision by NRC to require a uniform manifest will apply only to 
non-Agreement States, Agreement States individually wi l l  have to adopt the requirements in 
order for every state to require the same information. NRC does not want to make the uniform 
manifest a matter of compatibility. Because the uniform marlifest does not involve a basic 
radiation standard, it is probably not an appropriate matter for compatibility. 

Mike Klebe said that Illinois is not in favor of a uniform manifest as a compatibility item. He 
said that a uniform manifest requirement is not proper implementation of the Agreement State 
program, and there is not a sufficient health and safety justification for it. When asked whether 
Illinois would consider adopting it voluntarily, Clark Bullard said that Illinois would consider 
that option but could not commit that Illinois would act affirmatively. 

Bill Dornsife and Mike Mobley suggested that NRC come to the next Agreement States 
meeting to solicit their input. 

It was noted that there are actually two issues under discussion: agreement on the uniform 
manifest and uniform manifest requirements as an item of compatibility. Jim Kennedy said that 
he was speaking of the uniform manifest as an item of compatibility. Dornsife suggested that 
approval of the uniform manifest should be obtained first before the compatibility issue is 
addressed. 

Kennedy noted that industry and the Office of Management and Budget are generally opposed 
to new requirements unless there is a strong health and safety basis. 

It was asked whether NRC is soliciting letters and comments from state people on the database 
rulemaking. Kennedy responded that preferably comments will. be obtained through the TCC. 
It was suggested that Forum Participants wishing to comment should contact Bill Dornsife. 

It was also noted that industry should be receptive to a unifomi manifest because it would be 
easier to complete than multiple manifests. 

SESSION ADJOURNED 
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19 

MORNING SESSION 

New York Financial ‘Assurance Regulations John Zeh announced that hearings will be 
held in December on New York’s proposed financial assurance regulations and corresponding 
Drajl Generic Environmental Impact Statement for Promulgation of 6 MCRR,  Subpart 383-6. 
Persons who would like a copy of these documents should contact John Zeh at (518)457- 
2225. 

Zeh also announced that a preliminary draft of New York’s construction, design, and 
operation requirements is expected by the end of November. (Zeh later added that the schedule 
has been revised so that the draft requirements are expected in January 1991.) 

NRC UPDATE (continued) 

BRC 

Jim Kennedy reported that in response to NRC’s policy statement on BRC, NRC has received 
three petitions for rulemaking requesting that certain waste streams be exempted from 
regulatory control. Two are from Rockefeller University; one is from the University of Utah. A 
contractor is doing a study on options for handling these petitions. The contractor is looking at 
whether to combine the petitions, how broad to make them, and what rulemaking options are 
available if NRC decides to proceed with a rulemaking. An options paper is due by the end of 
October for staff review. 

Bill Dornsife asked what waste streams are addressed in the petitions. Kennedy said that he 
would check and get back to the Forum. He noted that one question is how broadly to define 
waste streams if NRC goes ahead with rulemaking. F a subsequent communication with the 
Forum, Jim Kennedy indicated that the Rockefeller petitions involve biomedical waste and 
animal bedding. The Utah petitions address the same issues.] 

Elaine Carlin asked for the latest prognosis on the BRC legislation introduced by Senator 
Mitchell and Congressman Miller. NRC staff responded that a number of states are interested 
in the legislation, but because of the budget activity, the BRC legislation has been put on a back 
burner. The legislation appears to have fairly wide state support. NRC is not aware of anyone 
in Congress who is trying to keep the NRC policy on BRC intact, 

Carlin also asked when NRC would be changing millirem eqosure requirements. NRC staff 
expects the 10 CFR 20 rule to be published before the end of the year. The Commission is 
deciding on the date of implementation. NRC staff is working on guidance to be published at 
the beginning of next year. 

Bill Dornsife suggested that NRC review part 20 at a future Forum meeting. Carlin said that 
she is interested in the implications of the tables in part 20 and how they relate to BRC. 

Mike Mobley said that he does not understand why states do not support the NRC policy on 
BRC. He said that while there is a lot of material that cannot meet the BRC threshold, there is 
also a lot that can. As an example, Mobley cited contaminated surface steel components which 
cannot be free released under current standards. Mobley said that a straightforward policy 
standard is needed. 
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Bill Dornsife said that most states would support a de minimis exclusion. Their objection is to 
the way the BRC policy was promulgated States are concerned with the political aspects of the 
policy, not the technical aspects of it. 

Because of legislation that individual states have enacted, national BRC policy appears to be in 
the hands of Congress and maybe the courts. Holmes Brown reported that there has been no 
Congressional action on the BRC legislation. Mike Mobley mentioned legislation by some 
states prohibiting any radioactive material from being placed in a landfill. 

Agreement State Guidelines 

Kennedy announced that draft guidelines for reviewing Agreement State programs were 
published on March 26. NRC is resolving comments on them. It will be another month or two 
before they are published as final. NRC is also reviewing its own program requirements in 
non-Agreement States to make sure that the Commission is not asking anything more from 
Agreement States than it requires of itself. 

In response to a question, Kennedy confirmed that the guideline process and the internal 
review are proceeding simultaneously. 

Mike Mobley stated that a discussion of the uniform manifest is being added to the Agreement 
'States' business meeting. 

Content Review Kennedy said that last spring, NRC staff, in response to letters from states, 
began to review NUREGS 1199, Standard Fonnat and Content of a License Application for a 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility, and 1200, Standard Review Plan for the 
Review of a License Application for a Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility. The 
staff was asked to assess whether the guidance is an accurate reflection of the technical 
requirements of 10 CFR 61. 

There was a briefing of the NRC Commissioners on October 1. A Commission paper will be 
publicly available soon and a copy will be furnished to Afton. 

There are four areas where the guidance was found does not to comport with 10 _cFR 61: 

meteorology, 

0 seismology, 

0 references to 10 20, and 

0 quality assurance. 

Kennedy expects quick fixes to the guidance by the end of the calendar year to address these 
areas. For quality assurance, NRC may need to change portions of 10 CFR 61 in addition to 
the guidance. Any revisions should not change the programs that states are implementing. 
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Compatibility Jim Kennedy addressed compatibility issues which have arisen regarding 
Pennsylvania regulations. Kennedy said that while Bill Dornsife's report was correct, 
Kennedy would give it a slightly different emphasis. As an example, Kennedy raised the issue 
of compatibility of shallow land burial with 10 61. Kennedy noted that certain positions 
are held by a few staff members and that there are many people looking at the Pennsylvania 
regulations. NRC's final decision may well be different from what Dornsife reported on. There 
are currently many internal discussions in NRC about this. 

It was mentioned that states will be following this as others are contemplating Agreement State 
status. 

License Fees for Nonagreement States Kennedy said that NRC is developing a policy 
of charging for reviews of potential license applications by non-Agreement States. Any pre- 
licensing work done in support of the license application will be fee-chargeable at the rate of 
$90 per hour for staff review. This is currently being discussed for low-level radioactive waste 
facility work for Michigan and Maine. Details wiU follow in a letter at a later date. 

An NRC policy is undergoing review and concurrence. This policy defines fairly precisely 
what kinds of reviews would be fee-chargeable. 

In response to a questions about whether the policy statement distinguishes between public ahd 
private entities, Kennedy answered that it does not. Charges are linked solely to the 
organization that is expected to submit the license application. If a state submits the application, 
then the state would be responsible for paying the charges. This policy is consistent with 
licensing practices in other areas such as charging the Tennessee Valley Authority for power 
reactor reviews. 

Mixed Waste Elaine Carlin said that the Forum will be asking whether DOE has any interest 
in disposing of commercial mixed waste. Carlin asked Kennedy whether NRC has regulations 
that limit the transfer of waste to DOE. Kennedy said that he will get back to the Forum on this. 
(Kennedy later e x p l ~ e d  that NRC regulations do not prevent mixed waste from being 
transfered to DOE. Kennedy suggested that EPA and DOE be consulted to determine whether 
these agencies have any requirements that prevent or restrict the transfer of mixed waste to 
DOE.) 

Mike Mobley said that there are restrictions on transferring radioactive materials. DOE is not 
licensed, but is allowed to possess radioactive materials. Radioactive materials can only be 
transferred to someone who is permitted to receive them. 

Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste 
*** A Brief Outline of NRC's Advisory Committee 

on Nuclear Waste NRC. 

Steve Salomon reported that an October 24 meeting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear 
Waste (ACNW) will include a low-level radioactive waste research plan and discussion. 
Terry Lash wil l  address the technical complexities and problems associated with licensing a 
low-level radioactive waste disposal facility. 

On October 25, a performance assessment methodology for low-level radioactive waste 
management staff will be presented. 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE UPDATE 

Richard Iager reported on the status of the request to the General Accounting Office (GAO) to 
assess the implementation of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act. Iager said that GAO 
management is reviewing the scope of the review plan. He expects a decision by the end of 
October. Iager said that he will distribute a summary of the plan to all Forum Participants via 
&on Associptes. 

[After the Forum meeting, Iager added the following information about the project: 

The GAO review is being conducted for the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs. The 
primary objective of the review is to report on the status of hplementation and to identify those 
areas of concern that are impacting states’ efforts. As such, the GAO review will address some 
of the major topics that have been covered in Forum meetings for the past several years. 
Emphasis will be placed on the following: 

0 state progress in meeting the milestones of the Act and their activities concerning upcoming 
milestones; 

0 disposal site selection efforts and lessons learned in the process; 

disposal of mixed radioactive waste, BRC waste,,third-party liability, and the number of 
sites need to meet national needs, and 

0 

State perspectives and their proposed solutions will be included in the report. 

DOE efforts to address the storage and disposal of greater-than-class-C (GTCC) waste. 

Information already assembled by DOE, NRC, EPA, the Forurn, and other public and private 
sector groups will be used in an effort to minimize requests for information from the states. 

Information on all compacts and unaffiliated state activities on some issues will be presented. 
GAO will pursue more thorough information from some compacts and unaffiliated states 
because of their progress in the facility development process and other circumstances 
surrounding their activities. These states will initially include Califonnia, Michigan, Nebraska, 
and New York 

GAO encourages Forum members to communicate their views to GAO. For additional 
information, persons should contact Richard Iager at (301)353-5715.] 

FEDERAL WASTE DISPOSAL 
0 Background Information Packet on Federal 

Waste Disposal Afton Associates, Inc. October 1990. 
Cont@ns the following documents: 

letter from Thomas Baca, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense to Jerry Griepentrog, 
Forum Convenor In response to questions 
concerning the U.S. Department of Defense and 
federal waste disposal. September 19,1990. 

- . 
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letter from Byron Morris, Chief, 
Radioactive Waste Disposal Division, 
Department of the Army to 
Jerry Griepentrog, Forum Convenor In 
response to questions concerning the U.S. 
Department of the Army and federal waste disposal. 
October 19, 1990. 

questions sent by Jerry Griepentrog, 
Forum Convenor, on behalf of the Forum 
Federal Waste Working Group to officials 
of the Department of Defense and the 
Department of the Army Concerning federal 
waste disposal. August 1990. 

questions sent by Jerry Griepentrog, 
Forum Convenor, on behalf of the Forum 
Federal Waste Working Group to officials 
of the Department of Energy Concerning . 
federal waste disposal. August 1990. 

background information on federal 'waste 
disposal and the General Accounting Office 
report Developed by Afton Associates, Inc. for use 
by the Fedeml Waste Working Group. August 1990. 

background information on federal waste 
disposal responsibilities Developed by Afton 
Associates, Inc. for the LLW Forum Data Workshop 
January 27, 1988. 

Report of the Working Group on Federal Waste 

Jerry Begley reported that the Federal Waste Working Group generated a series of questions 
following Larry MacNamara's presentation at the July Forum meeting on Department of the 
Army @A) activities concerning low-level radioactive waste. (See the above-referenced 
documents.) 

Response from the Department of Energy to Forum Inquiry 

Leonard Slosky reported that staff of the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste 
Management have said that DOD and DOE have negotiated a memorandum of understanding 
(MOW that would allow DOD to dispose of waste at DOE sites under unusual circumstances, 
but DOE has not executed the MOU. DOE is aware that it cannot act unilaterally now that there 
are compacts, and it will obtain additional information before taking further action on the 
MOU. 

Byron Morris of the DA added that DOD was not trying to eliminate requirements to work with 
states in developing an MOU with DOE. The DOE agreement has been arranged only in case all 
sites are closed to federal waste. 
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Response from the Department of Defense to Forum Inquiry 

A written response was received from the Department of Defense stating that the DOD does not 
intend to create a single manager for low-level radioactive waste, but that individual services 
such as the Navy and Air Force are encouraged to use the Army as their agent for low-level 
radioactive waste disposal. The letter named the Department of the Army as the point of contact 
for further information about the program. (See above-referenced document.) 

Response from the Department of the Army to Forum Inquiry 

Jerry Begley noted that a detailed written response had been received from the DA in response 
to the Forum inquiry. (See above-referenced document.) 

Larry MacNamara of the DA reported that there have been substantial changes in the DA 
program. While DOD personnel recognize the managerial and economic benefits of a federal 
site, they realize that it is politically impossible. Because it is not a feasible option, all activities 
associated with developing a federal site or designating a part of an existing facility have been 
dropped. The Department of the Army understands that states have the authority over disposal 
of federal waste, and the Army has to follow their guidelines. 

In response to a question about an inconsistency in the Army’s response concerning the 
projected waste disposal volume by agreement agencies in FY ‘91, McNamara said that he 
would look into the discrepancy. 

(In a November 7 letter to Jerry Griepentrog from Byron Morris, the following breakout was 
provided. 

Generator 

b Y  
AirFOrCe 
Navy 
Defense Logistics Agency 
Environmental Protection Agency 
General Services Agency 

Volume 
cubic feet 

15,500 
6,000 
6,000 
2,000 
5,000 
5 , O w  

Mike Klebe said that Illinois registers all its generators and that t,e State has not received a 
favorable response ffom federal facilities. Federal facilities have reacted to the Illinois annual 
survey by stating they do not have a budget for registering and paying a fee and by claiming 
sovereign immunity. Klebe mentioned, in particular, Veteran’s Administration (VA) hospitals 
and drug-screening stations on the Great Lakes. 

McNamara explained that VA hospitals are outside the Army program and the Navy does not 
yet have a uniform approach for dealing with states. As a consequence, naval policy varies 
around the nation since naval base commanders have considerable latitude. McNamara 
suggested that Illinois wait until the Army has an agreement in place with the Navy, at which 
time there will be greater opportunities for cooperation among a l l  parties. 

McNamara said that he can obtain answers to questions about the Air Force. He noted that the 
Navy may not yet have a policy for approaching interaction with states. 
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Klebe said that the time frame for the Illinois annual survey is December. Larry McNamara 
said that he hopes to have the Navy agreement in place within 60 days. Representatives of 
Illinois will be at the DOD Las Vegas meeting. McNamara offered to introduce them to naval 
personnel. 

McNamara then described the first annual DOD radioactive waste disposal meeting in 
Las Vegas. He explained at the meeting that there will be a description of the program from its 

. inception through the next two to three years. The meeting will represent the first time that 
DOD has put all the players together. He noted that there will be Navy and Air Force 
presentations and general discussion of common problems. He invited the Federal Waste 
Working Group to attend. 

Ron Gingerich asked about Navsea 0-8. MacNamara explained that 0-8 waste is classified and 
hence exempt from certain regulations. 

Leonard Slosky said that he is concerned about decommissioning of the Navy reactors and 
vessels. He asked whether DOD handles this. McNamara said no, this waste is owned by 
DOE. Slosky also asked whether all waste handled in the Army’s program is within the states’ 
jurisdiction. McNamara said that it is. 

Don Womeldorf introduced a motion to express formally the Forum’s 
appreciation for DOA and DOD’s responsiveness. The motion was seconded by 
John Williams. The motion was passed unanimously. 

Byron Moms said that there is a new computer program for Army and Air Force waste. If 
Forum members would like information on this, they should send questions to the Department 
of the Army. The computer has information on generators, isotopes, and projected volumes. 

MIXED WASTE 

letter and attachment from Sylvia Lowrance, 
Director, Office of Solid Waste, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency to all NRC 
Licensees re “Guidance on the Land Disposal 
Restrictions’ Effects on Storage and Disposal 
of Commercial Mixed Waste” 
September 28, 1990. 

letter from Ronald Sandwina, U.S. Department 
of Energy, to Don Womeldorf, State of 
California, re mixed waste evaluation request 
October 4, 1990. 

NRC/EPA Mixed Waste Plans: Inventory/Storage 

Holmes Brown said that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had wanted to attend the 
Forum meeting, but budget restrictions prevented them from doing so. Agency representatives 
intend to be present at the January Forum meeting. 

Jim Kennedy of NRC reported that a contractor is undertaking a national profile of mixed 
waste. The contractor is looking at a l l  surveys conducted in the past and reviewing them for 
“lessons learned“. These lessons will be incorporated into the work to be done in the future. 

--- -_I- 
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A questionnaire is currently being developed that will look at waste types, volumes, 
characteristics, and trends over time. A plan on how many licensees to sample to have a 
representative inventory of mixed waste in the U.S. is being developed. Kennedy said that the 
questionnaire may have to be sent to a large number of licensees. 

The contractor is working under a twelve-month contract with an option to extend for six 
additional months. Kennedy reported that DOE representatives have been attending all meetings 
with the contractor. 

In response to a question on the issue of confidentiality of the responses and whether 
enforcement action will be taken, Kennedy said that this issue has not yet been resolved. 

One commenter said that unless there is a provision to allow people to give an honest answer, . 
the survey will not be very meaningful. 

Elaine Carlin said that a confidential telephone survey was conducted in Washington. She 
reported that confidentiality is critical to success. 

Kennedy was asked whether NRC plans to talk to states that have already conducted surveys 
before the NRC survey is issued. Kennedy said that he understands that NRC is doing that. 
Kennedy was also asked whether a peer review of the survey will be conducted. Kennedy said 
that he does not know of any plans for peer review but he will bring that idea back to NRC. 

Kennedy also reported that EPA and NRC are working on testing and sampling guidance, 
which should be complete in four to five months. \ 

Update on EPA Activities 

Low-Level Waste Standard The Low-Level Waste Standard has not yet been issued. 

Response to Chairman Carr's Letter to EPA EPA is preparing a response to the June 
1990 letter from NRC Chairman Carr to EPA Administrator Reilly containing a proposal for 
the appointment of a high-level interagency task force to address differences between the two 
agencies. 

Location Standards "Red border" review of EPA's location standards was completed in 
August. The Agency is incorporating comments on the standards. The rule is expected to be 
proposed in Spring 1991 and finalized in late 1993 or early 1994. 

Requirements for existing facilities are under consideration. Rquirements for siting facilities 
adjacent to wetlands have not been changed. The phrase "adjacent to wetlands" is not being 
defined in terns of a set distance. It is being defined in terxis of there being a reasonably 
foreseeable hydrological connection between the site and the wetland. 

Lee Mathews noted that there are 3,000 acres of wetlands in Hudspeth County, which is a 
semi-arid portion of Texas. 

Information Pamphlet EPA has published a mixed waste information pamphlet entitled 
"Low-Level Mixed Waste, A RCRA Perspective for NRC Licensees". Persons should contact 
Ellen Epstein of EPA's Office of Waste Programs Enforcement at (202) 382-4849 for a copy 
of the pamphlet. 
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Mixed Waste Facility Inspection Guidance EPA also revised guidance for RCRA 
mixed waste facility inspections. The document will be distributed to RCRA inspectors and 
enforcement personnel only. Because it is an enforcement-sensitive document, it will not be 
publicly available. 

NRC withdrew from this project so it was not released as joint guidance. 

Don Womeldorf asked why NRC withdrew from this guidance. Jim Kennedy said that he 
would get back to the Forum about this. (JimKennedy subsequently stated that NRC 
withdrew because only EPA can enforce the RCRA-component of mixed waste facility 
inspections.) 

RCRA Authorization When the Oklahoma authorization notice becomes effective on 
October 26,1990, there will be twenty-three states with RCRA authorization for mixed waste. 

TCLP EPA is trying to clarify the effects of the Toxicity Characteristic Leachate Procedure 
VCLP) on mixed waste facilities. 

Elaine Carlin asked how NRC's national profile of mixed waste survey will deai with the 
impacts of the TCLP. Jim Kennedy responded that they are characterizing the mixed waste 
there. Don Womeldorf said that the key is what wil l  need to be disposed. Carlin said that if 
NRC leaves the TCLP waste out of its profile, its estimate may be off considerably. 

It was stated that when the TCLP was being developed, articles on its impact estimated that it 
may increase the hazardous waste in the U.S. by 50 percent. 

, Bill Dornsife asked whether EPA has explained what the TCLP means, other than through its 
regulation. Jay Ringenberg suggested that this issue be raised at the January Forum meeting. 

Dornsife moved that the Forum request that EPA prepare a short description 
explaining the TCLP and its implications including enforcement implications 
and the impact on RCRA-authorized states and on unauthorized states. 
Carol Amick seconded the motion. 

Leonard Sloslq noted that he has seen some write-ups that attempt to explain the TCLP. He 
noted that these may not have been prepared by EPA. 

Jay Ringenberg said that although there are some articles on the TCLP, they 
need to know how the TCLP is going to affect the mixed waste stream. He 
suggested that the Forum ask EPA to come to a Forum meeting and discuss 
this. Dornsife accepted this as part of his motion. 

The motion was unanimously adopted. 

Land Ban Guidance EPA plans to issue its policy to mitigate the effects of the land ban 
storage prohibition in RCRA on mixed waste. 

Jim Clew suggested that the Forum write to EPA Administrator William Reilly expressing 
interest in the NRC and EPA coordination of activities. After discussion, it was decided to 
defer the issue until the January Forum meeting. 
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Mixed Waste Working Group 

Holmes Brown reported that the Mixed Waste Working Group met informally on October 18. ~. 

Jay Ringenberg reported that the group discussed the following topics. 

TCLP: He noted that many projections of mixed waste are based on the old extraction 
procedure toxicity test. The sense of the Working Group is that mixed waste should be on 
the agenda at the January Forum meeting. 

new issues on commercial mixed waste treatment and storage: The Working Group 
suggests that commercial people and regulators for those states address commercial mixed 
waste treatment at the January meeting. 

location standards: This was one of the major issues at EPA's meeting with NRC and the 
host states. 

The Working Group suggests that all of these topics be addressed at the January meeting. 

John Mac Millan suggested that the Forum may want to have representatives of Envirocare 
discuss mixed waste treatment. Jay Ringenberg'noted that Diversified Services in Tennessee 
may also treat mixed waste. Ringenberg also said that the states that issue licenses for this 
should also be invited. 

Elaine Carlin noted that the Working Group is interested in leaning about all possible options. 
It was suggested t hat Forum Participants co ntact Afton if thev have SUFSS~ 'ons for the m i x 4  
waste discuss ion at the Januarv meetin% 

DOE Technical Assistance Study of California Mixed Waste 

Roger Scott reported that DOE is sponsoring a technical assistance study of mixed waste in 
California. (See letter referenced previously.) Scott noted that at the April Forum meeting new 
FY '91 technical assistance tasks were addressed, one of which was a study of mixed waste. 

In California, US Ecology has suggested that itmay be impractical to construct a mixed waste 
disposal facility because of the small annual volume of mixed waste anticipated for the region. 
The purpose of the mixed waste project is to determine whether there will be any mixed waste 
generated in the Southwestern Compact that requires disposal. 

At the invitation of Don Womeldorf, the NLLWMP attended a meeting of a California task 
force which developed a draft of scope of work. The CALRAD Forum had asked DOE to 
evaluate the feasibility of disposal of mixed waste via a RCM. no migration petition and also 
suggested that DOE consider the feasibility of disposing commercial mixed waste at DOE 
facilities. Subsequently, Womeldorf wrote to DOE on behalf of the State of California in 
support of the recommendations made by the CALRAD Forum. In response to a question, 
Don Womeldorf confirmed that the use of DOE treatment facilities was not included in this 
technical assistance request. 

Roger Scott updated the Forum on the study of treatment/delistiUg/no niigration petition options 
for mixed waste. A modified scope of work is summarized in a letter from Ron Sandwina to 
Don Womeldorf. (See document referenced above.) 
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Scott said that a report will be issued in April or May 1991. This report may be used by states 
as a model for dealing with mixed waste. The report will discuss factors to be considered to 
address the technical and regulatory feasibility of treatment and delisting of certain mixed 
waste. 

Scott said that the Southwestern Compact has characterized mixed waste well. He would like to 
fmd other states and compacts that have characterized mixed waste and add these to the study. 
The no migration petition approach will also be included in the study. 

Bill Dornsife suggested that the study should address substitutions and better management 
practices so that mixed waste is not generated in the fist instance. 

Roger Scott said that the NLLWMP is using existing data and will look at wastes that could be 
eliminated or not generated at all. 

Jay Ringenberg asked whether no migration petitions are being evaluated as an option. He 
noted that they are issued very rarely. Roger Scott said this option would be an additional, 
secondary aspect of the study. 

Leonard Slosky reported that EPA has granted a no migration petition for underground 
injections. He also noted that the DOE expects that one of its petitions will be granted. Slosky 
reported that no petitions for land disposal units have been granted. 

Roger Scott said if anyone has comments on the study, they should contact him or 
Colleen Owens. 

\ 

Proposal to Dispose of Mixed Waste a t  Federal Facilities 

Following background discussion, Don Womeldorf introduced a motion 
proposing that DOE consider disposal of commercial mixed waste at federal 
facilities. Bill Dornsife seconded the motion. The motion reads as follows. 

The Low-Level Waste Forum: 

1) requests the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to explore an agreement 
with host states md c o w  under which DOE would accept commercial 
mixed low-level radioactive waste at DOE'S own treatment and disposal 
facilities; and 

2) 

(The underlined section was added as a friendly amendment. See subsequent discussion.) 

instructs the Forum's Mixed Waste Working Group 'to consult and 
cooperate with DOE in developing the details of the agreement. 

Discussion followed. In the past, it was believed that disposal of commercial mixed waste by 
DOE would require Congressional action. DOE has recently indicated that this may not be 
necessary. Womeldorf said that he has spoken with staff in Leo Duffy's office, who indicated 
a willingness to discuss the idea. 

.----I_ 
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In addition, Womeldorf said that the California DHS legal staff have said they did not think 
legislative changes a& necessary to permit DOE disposal. He added that DOE attorneys have 
informed DHS attorneys that they agree that the law is silent, and that DOE is not forbidden 

. from taking commercial mixed waste for disposal. DOE attorneys note that the Department is 
also not required to accept commercial mixa waste. Disposal, not treatment, was discussed. 

Bill Dornsife said that it should be noted that the commercial sextor has made quick progress in 
developing and trying to permit mixed waste treatment facilities, and that if they think there is a 
chance that DOE will accept commercial mixed waste, it might discourage them from 
continuing that progress. 

Leonard Slosky said that there are DOE mixed waste facilities in his region, and DOE 
acceptance of commercial mixed waste would have serious political implications. Slosky said 
that he does not oppose exploring the idea, but thinks it is premature for the Forum to endorse 
DOE acceptance of commercial mixed waste. Slosky said that he supports the motion, but 
wants to make it clear that he cannot support a motion in which the Forum is endorsing such an 
option. 

Elaine Carlin said that, for similar reasons, she c’annot support such a motion either. Carlin said 
she would ardently oppose a measure resulting in Washington taking all commercial mixed 
waste. 

Dornsife said that this motion should be communicated as a last ditch way to deal with disposal 
and emphasized that the DOE option should be considered only if the commercial sector is 
unable to take care of mixed waste. Dornsife requested that this understanding be recorded in 
theminutes. . 

Gregg Lmon asked whether a compact would be able to restrict the importation of mixed 
waste ifit does not want the waste to enter the region. Holmes Brown said that it is an open 
legal question. He mentioned a paper by Don Silverman that argued that there may be 
limitations on the authority that compacts have to bar import of waste to non-commercial 
facilities. 

Jay Ringenberg stated that options for disposal of mixed waste should be addressed and that 
the Forum should just look at what alternatives are available. Individual states still make the 
decision on how mixed waste will be disposed. 

Elaine Carlin asked whether NRC has problems with losing control over this particular waste. 
Jim Kennedy said that he would respond to this question at the next Forum meeting. 

Mike Mobley said that the motion asks that an agreement a c W y  be explored. Womeldorf said 
he had included that wording because that the Forum should be serious in its discussion. 
Mobley said that while the discussion seemed like the Forum is asking DOE to explore issues, 
the motion sounds like the Forum is asking them for an agreement. Womeldorf replied that the 
Forum should find out whether an agreement is feasible. 

Dornsife said that the motion is stronger &an the original request and could be softened if the 
second part of the motion were eliminated. 

Jim Cleary said that the motion is fine as is. He noted that states and compacts ‘are not in 
agreement on this. 

Gregg Larson suggested a fiiendly amendment to have the motion read “host states and 
compacts”, not just “host states”. This amendment was accepted. 
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Leonard Slosky said that he would be more comfortable about not exploring an agreement. 
Mike Mobley agreed. 

Jim Cleary called the question. The vote was on the motion as it .stood with 
Larson's friendly amendment (as stated above). The Forum passed the motion 
by a vote of 11 in favor and 8 opposed. 

STATE PLANS FOR INTERIM STORAGE 

Update on NRC Storage Policy 

Jim Kennedy reported that NRC staff have been working on storage policy. The staff wrote a 
policy paper and sent it to the NRC Commissioners. On October 29, the staff is briefing the 
Commissioners on the paper, which includes options for the 1993 and 1996 deadlines. 

The briefing is public. Kennedy noted that the paper is not publicly available yet, because it is a 
predecisional document. It should be available around the fmt of December. Because the 
document is not public, Kennedy was unable to discuss details of the paper. 

Kennedy said that the meeting will be held in the Commissioners' Meeting Room at 1O:OO am 
at NRC in Rockville, Maryland. 

When asked what action might occur at the meeting, Kennedy said that staff were asked by the 
Commission for alternatives in the paper. There are four options, but Kennedy explained that 
he is not at liberty to discuss them. 

In response to questions, Kennedy stated: 

This is not like the BRC policy which was a formal policy statement. The staff paper on 
storage is not a policy statement but simply an options paper for Commission 
consideration. 

Predecisional documents can be withheld under the Freedom of Information Act. 

Jim Cleary introduced the following motion: 

that a letter be sent on the Forum's behalf to U.S Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission Chair Kenneth Carr asking that copies be made available as 
soon as possible to Forum Participants of a paper prepared by NRC staff 
for the Commission-the paper addresses issues associated with the 
transfer of title and possession of low-level radioactive waste to states in 
1993 and 1996 as provided for the in the 1985 Amendments Act; and 

that the paper be made available prior to the "Briefing on Issues Raised by 
the Provision Requiring Title Transfer of Low-Level Waste", which is 
scheduled at  1O:OO am on October29, 1990, and at which time the paper 
will be formally presented to the Commission; and 

that the NRC seek direct input from state and compact representatives 
collectively through the Forum prior to finalization of any NRC decision 
regarding title and possession and interim storage of low-level radioactive 
waste; and 
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that in the future the Forum be provided an early opportunity for formal 
input when papers and documents of this nature are being developed. 

Carol Amick seconded the motion for discussion, which followed. The Forum 
then unanimously passed the motion. 

Jim Kennedy, in response to a question, said that it may be possible for a utility to obtain a 
10 30 license to store other generators' waste on site. 

It was mentioned that Afton Associates had compiled and distributed a number of documents 
and information on storas. It was su ggested that Afton redistribute these materials mior to the 
January Forum meeting, 

MikeMobley asked whether much thought has been given to storage across compact 
boundaries. Holmes Brown said that cross-boundary storage issues will be on the agenda at 
the January Forum meeting. 

. 

John Mac Millan asked whether the exclusionary provision of the Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste Policy Amendments Act applies only to disposal or whether the provision also covers 
storage, It was explained that exclusionary language is contained in individual compact 
agreements and that there are considerable differences among the compacts. 

It was noted that Afton Associates included a chart that lists import and export authorities by 
compact in its report entided Radioactive Materials and Low-Level Radioactive Waste in the 
Central Midwest Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Region. Persons interested 
in obtaining copies of this chart should contact Afton. 

-sted t hat a sto rw matrix be prepared for the Januarv Forum meeting, 

Report from New York State Energy Research and Development Agency 
(NYSERDA) 

Gene Gleason briefed the Forum on the NYSERDA low-level radioactive waste storage study. 

In October 1988, NewYork formed an inter-agency task force to look into interim 
management of waste storage in New York. In January 1989, this task force sent preliminary 
results to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Advisory Committee recommending that nuclear 
power plants be required to store on-site if able to do so. Also recommended was a state 
centralized storage facility for non-nuclear power plants. 

A public meeting was held by the Advisory Committee in February 1989 to discuss the draft 
management plan. Afterward, the Advisory Committee recommended that centralized storage 
be undertaken for all low-level radioactive waste, including that of utilities. The 
recommendation was accepted by the task force, which issued a revised plan in November 
1989. The Governor adopted the revisions as part of the Interim Management Plan. The Plan 
assumes storage will be needed in 1995. 

During this year's budget deliberations, the State Legislature directed NYSERDA to perform a 
study of low-level radioactive waste storage for a period of at least ten years. 



1 
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In response to questions, Gleason noted that the New York legislature authorized $800,000 
for the study, which will focus on two areas: 

the existing capacity of generators in New York to store on-site and their ability to expand 
storage capability for up to 10 years, and 

the economic viability of establishing a separate facility for class A non-utility waste only. 

Among other items, the study will address whether the requirements of 10 _cFR 61 will be met 
or whether any regulations or requirements must be adopted for an interim storage facility. 

For additional information, contact Jack Spath of NYSERDA at (518)432-1404. 

During discussion, Forum Participants said that it seems like a huge effort is being made for 
storage that is interim. 

Bill Dornsife suggested t hat the Forum have a sess ion on commercial storape. He understands 
jhat commercial entities are considerinp buildinp lawe sto rage facilities that mav imDact 
b e s t e d  im t hat this be D laced o n the ape nda at t he January 
meeting, 

SESSION ADJOURNED 

. 
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

MATERIALS AND WASTE 

Status Report: Materials & Waste Working Group 

ClarkBullard reminded the Forum that, at the Forum's request, the Working Group is 
developing a document the will help generators better defuie when items are radioactive 
materials or low-level radioactive waste. The group was holchg a status caucus concurrent 
with the Forum meeting. Mike Mobley is a recent addition to the Working Group whose other 
members are Bill Dornsife, Jay Dunkleberger and Bullard. The group hopes to circulate a 
revised document to the Forum prior to the January meeting. 

UPDATE ON STATE PLANS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS 

Nebraska 

Jay Ringenberg reported that Nebraska is in the process of reviewing the disposal facility 
license application submitted by US Ecology. Nebraska has published information sheets that 
describe the review process and that explain how public involvement works. 

US Ecology prepared a separate environmental report and safety analysis, which is 
approximately 800 pages long. Persons interested in the report should contact Ringenberg for a 
copy. He noted that the comment period ends in October. 

The State will prepare and issue an environmental impact analysis and a safety evaluation report 
for the proposed facility. Substantively, the environmental impact analysis is similar to a 
federal environmental impact statement, though the administrative process is somewhat 
different. A draft should be ready m Spring 1991. Public hearings will probably be held in 
April or May. In response to a question, Ringenberg later explained that state law requires an 
environmental impact analysis. 

Studies of the socio-economic and socio-cultural effects of the proposed facility also need to 
be completed. Nebraska officials are considering which entity is most appropriate to conduct 
these studies. 

California 

Don Womeldorf reported that the California Department of Health Services is preparing an 
environmental impact reportlstatement for the proposed facility in Ward Valley. An EIS is 
being conducted because land for the facility is being transferrpd to the State from the Bureau 
of Land Management-a federal agency. Womeldorf explained that whether an EIS is required 
in these circumstances is a judgment call, but California chose to follow a conservative 
approach and conduct one. 

About 165 comments on the application have been received. Major concerns involve 
groundwater, transportation, implications for the desert tortoise, US Ecology's track record, 
and double liners and leachate collection systems. Responses must be submitted by the end of 
October. A final document should be issued by December 1. 

.- 
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EPA must certify the EIS. Initial comments indicate that EPA has some concerns about the 
potential environmental impact of the facility. 

In response to a question, Womeldorf said that the estimated cost for disposal at the facility is 
$150 per cubic foot, plus surcharges. Annual projected volumes are 100,OOO cubic feet. 

It was noted that siting facilities on federal land may raise additional obstacles because federal 
agencies become involved. 

LLW TRANSPORTATION 

DOT Position on a Uniform Manifest 

In August, Jerry Griepentrog sent a letter on'behalf of the Forum to the Secretary of 
Transportation requesting that DOT representatives attend all Forum meetings. A formal 
response has not yet been received. Because budget restrictions prevented DOT representatives 
from attending the Forum meeting, Jim Kennedy provided the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) update on the unifom manifest. 

DOT has commented on the draft uniform manifest prepared by the TCC. The TCC is 
considering its comments for the next version of the manifest. DOT would like all 
transportation items to be placed on the fmt page of the manifest and all other items to be 
moved to subsequent pages. 

The low-level radioactive waste uniform manifest is not a top-priority project for DOT, given 
other responsibilities. 

DOT and NRC staff have been working together to resolve comments. In response to a 
question, Kennedy explained that DOT probably will not need to revise its regulations but will 
need to concur on the final d o r m  manifest. 

Impact of New DOT Regulations 

Holmes Brown explained that DOT issued a proposed rule two years ago on the compatibility 
of U.S. regulations with the hternational Atomic Energy Agency rules. The comment period 
has closed, and DOT is evaluating the comments. A final rule should be proposed soon. The 
rule should have minimal impact on shipments of low-level radioactive waste. 

Steve Salomon reported that NRC, in 1988, proposed 10 71 regulations to harmonize 
NRC requirements with those of IAEA. A final rule should be issued in April 1991. 

_I-___ 
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Outstanding issues include: 

loss of shielding with the packaging remaining intact, 

quantity limits (1 rem per hour), and 

quantities of type B packages available. Discussion between the agencies centers on the 
effective date of the rule. There may not be a sufficient number of type B packages 
available when the rule takes effect. It will. take industry some time to manufacture more 
packages and have them certified 

Exports to Developing Countries There have been recent developments on exports of 
radioactive waste to developing countries. An advanced notice of proposed rulemaking 
regulating the import and export of radioactive waste was issued by NRC. At the International 
Atomic Energy Agency conference, a position prohibiting dumping in developing countries 
was passed. 

SteveSalomon reported that NRC staff is considering recommending to the NRC 
commissioners that exports of waste to developing countries require a specific license. 
Currently, such exports require only a general license. One issue that remains is whether the 
competency of the recipient must be investigated Currently, the State Department assesses the 
competency of the receiving country. 

With respect to imports, a general license may be adequate because of the sophisticated nature 
of U.S. industry. However, NRC has not yet made a determination on this issue. 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS LEGISLATION 

Holmes Brown reported that the Hazardous Materials Transportation and Safety Act of 1990 is 
pending in the Senate. Depending on the outcome of budget negotiations, it could receive 
consideration by the end of October. There are two items of particular interest in the proposed 
legislation. 

The Secretary of Transportation would be required to develop a list of hazardous materials 
that must be transported on designated safe routes. Radioactive materials are among those 
that the S e c r e m y  must consider. DOT staff have indicated that it is unlikely that low-level 
radioactive waste would receive such a designation. In response to a question, it was stated 
that type B shipments could be designated for transportation on only safe routes. 

Senator Larry Pressler of South Dakota is considering an amendment that would restrict the 
shipment of a region's low-level radioactive waste to routes designated by DOT as "safe 
routes". Pressler discussed the amendment in the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science 
and Transportation. The response from his colleagues was that they needed to check with 
their states. The amendment was not introduced. No equivalent to this amendment has been 
offered in the House of Representatives. 

One commenter noted that if legislation is passed that restricts transport of low-level radioactive 
waste within a region, it could affect the ability of generators to obtain treatment outside of that 
region. 

THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED 
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At ten dance 
Quarterly Meeting 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Forum 

October 17-19, 1990 

* LLW Forum Participant 
** LLW Forum Participant Designee 

APPALACHIAN COMPACT 
1,293 

NEBRASKA 
132 

NEBRASKA 
1,2,3 

CENTRAL MIDWEST COMPACT 
293 

ILLINOIS 
1 ~ 3  

MIDWEST COMPACT 
293 

* l=attended Wednesday, October 17,1990 
%attendedThursday, October 18,1990 
3=attendedFriday, October 19,1990 

Marc Tenan 
* Executive Director 
Appalachian States Low-Level Radioactive Waste Commission 

William Dornsife * 
Protection 
Department of Environmental Resources 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

Chief, Division of Nuclear Safety, Bureau of Radiation 

NormanThorson * Chair, Governor's Task Force on Low-Level Radioactive 
WaSte 
State of Nebraska 
Chair, Central htentate Low-Level Rahioactive waste Compact 
Commission 
Professor of Law, University of Nebraska 

Jay Ringenberg 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Program Manager 
Department of Environmental Control 
State of Nebraska 

CIarkBullard * 
Compact Commission 
Director, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center, Department of 
MechanicalEngineering 
University of Illinois 

Chair, Central Midwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste 

Eric Schwing 
Deputy Chief, Office of Legal Counsel 
Department of Nuclear Safety 
state of Illinois 

Mike Klebe 
Chief, Division of Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management 
Department of Nuclear Safety 
state of Illinois 

BarbaraLindseySims ** Chair, Midwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact 
Commission 
Assistant Commissioner, Pollution Control Agency 
state of Minnesota 
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MIDWEST COMPACT 
1 2 3  

MIDWEST COMPACT 
1 2 3  

MICHIGAN 
1,2,3 

MICHIGAN 
1,2,3 

NORTHEAST COMPACT 

CONNECTICUT 
1293 

CONNECTICUT 
1 2 3  

WASHINGTON 
12,3 

WASHINGTON 
1,2,3 

Gregg LarSoIl 
* ExecutiveDirector 
Midwest Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact 
Commission 

Susan Olsson 
Assistant to Director v 

Midwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission 

JamesCleary * 
Department of Management and Budget 
state of Michigan 

Commissioner, Low-Level Radioactive Waste Authority 

Marion Hart 
Chief of Administrative Services, Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Authority 
Department of Management arid Budget 
State of Michigan 

Ron Gingerich 
** Executive Director 
Nurtheast Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact 
Commission 

Kevin McCarthy * 
Waste Compact Commission 
Director, Radiation and Noise Control Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
state of Connecticut 

Commissioner, Northeast Interstate Low-Level Radioactive 

LaWrenceWalters 
Legislative and Administrative Specialist 
Connecticut Hazardous Waste Management Service 

Janice Beatson 
Asistaut Attumey General 
Office of the Attorney General 
state of Connecticut 

ElaineCarh * 
Compact Committee 
Department of Ecology 
State of Washington 

Executive Director, Northwest Low-Level Radioactive Waste 

ElaineCarlin 
** Department of Ecology 
StateofWashington 

JenYBegley 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Program 
Department of Ecology 
State of Washington 

.' 
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* WASHINGTON 
123 

- ROCKY MOUNTAINCOMPACT 
293 

ROCKY MOUNTAINCOMPACT' 
1,293 

NEVADA 
1,2,3 

SOUTHEAST COMPACT 
1,293 

SOUTHEAST COMPACT 
1,2,3 

SOUTHEAST COMPACT 
293 

SOUTHEAST COMPACT 
2 

SOUTHEAST COMPACT 
2 

Stephanie KO 
Adminismtive Specialist 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Program 
Department of Ecology 
State of Washington 

Leonard Slosky 
* ExecutiveDirector 
Rocky Mountain Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Board 

Kirkland Jones 
Commissioner, Rocky Mountain Compact Commission 
Deputy Director, Waste Management Branch 
Environment Improvement Division 
Department of Environment and Health 
State of New Mexico 

Ken Weaver 
** Senior Health Physicist, Radiation Control Division 
Department of Health 
state of Colorado 

Jerry Griepentrog, Forum Convenor * 
Director, Department of Human Resources 
Stare of Nevada 

Chair, Rocky Mountain Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
CompactBoard 

Mike Mobley ** Commissioner, Southeast Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Compact Commission 
Director, Division of Radiological Health, Bureau of Environment 
Department of Health and Environment 
State of Tennessee 

Sherol Bremen 
Policy Analyst 
Southeast Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission 

JoseGaudk 
Nuclear Physicist and Health Physicist 
Office of Radiation Control 
state of Florida 

MartinKOrman 
Public Health Physicist 
Department of Radiarion Control 
state of Florida 

BObHeydet 
Public Health Physicist Supervisor 
Department of Radiation Control 
state of Florida 
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NORTH CAROLINA 
1,293 

NORTH CAROLINA 
123 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
2 

CALIFORNIA 
1,293 

MAINE 
1 ,2,3 

MASSACHUSETTS 
123 

NEW YORK 
123 

William BMer 
Commissioner h m  North Carolina 
Southeast Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact Commission 
Associate Professor of Radiology, Duke University Medical Center 
Captain, U.S. Public Health Service, Ret. 

John Mac Millan 
* ExecutiveDirector 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Authority 
State of North Carolina 

. 

John McMillan ** Director, Division of Energy, Agriculture and Natural 
ReSOurceS 
Office of the Governor 
state of south Carolina 

Don Womeldorf 
* Chief, Environmental Management Branch 
Department of Health Services 
Executive Director, Southwestern Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Disposal Compact 

...................... 
Robert Demkowicz * 
Waste 
Department of Environmental Protection 
StateofMaine 

Special Assistant, Advisoxy Commission on Radioactive 

John Williams 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Authority 
StateofMaine 

' ** Executive Director 

Steve Ward 
Public Advocate 
The Office of the Public Advocate 
StateofMaine 

Carol h i c k  
* Executive Director 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Board 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

William Riethle 
Member 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste m e m e n t  Board 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Eugene Gleason 
* Deputy Commissioner for Operations 
StateEnergy Office 
State of New York 
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NEWYORK 
1,2,3 

NEWYORK 
1,2,3 

NEW YORK 
1,293 

TEXAS 
293 

EG&G 
1,2,3 

EG&G 
1,293 

EG&G 
1,293 

NRC 
1,293 

NRC 
1,2,3 

GAO 
1,2,3 

Angel0 Orazio 
Chair 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Siting Commission 
State of New York 

John Zeh 
~ssociate Environmentai Analyst 
Department of Environmental Conservation 
Bureau of Radiation . 
State of New York 

MajoryRinaldo-Lee 
Commissioner 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Siting Commission 
State of New York 

Lee M e w s  
* GenemlCounsel 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority 
State of Texas 

******************e*** 

Ronald Sandwina 
Program Manager, National Low-Level Waste Program 
Idahooperationsoffice 
U.S. Department of Energy 

Roger Scott 
Manager 
National Low-Level Waste Management Program 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

Marijo Ken 

National Low-Level Waste Management Program 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

Programspecialist 

Paul Smith 
Senior PrograWF’olicy Engineer 
National Low-Level Waste Management Program 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. 

JamesKennedy 
Section Mer ,  Low-Level Radioactive Waste Section 
OperationsBranch 
Division of LL.W Management and Decommissioning 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Steve Salomon 
Technical Analyst 

Office of Governmental and Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

StateProgramS 

RichaldIager 
Senior Evaluator 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
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DOA 
1,293 

DOA 
1,293 

LarryhkNamara 
Radiation Safety Planning Specialist 
Radioactive Waste Disposal Division 
U.S. Department of the Army 

Byron MaiS  
Chief, Radioactive Waste Dispcsal Division 
U.S. Department of the Army 

...................... 
ACADEMIA 
2 3  

COMPANY 
2 3  

COMPANY 
2,3 . 

LLW FORUM 
1,2,3 

U W  FORUM 
1293 

U W  FORUM 
1,2,3 

LLW FORUM 
12Y3 

. . -. . .  

Mary English 
Associate Director 
Energy, Environment and Resources Program 
University of Tennessee 

- .  . . . _  

...................... 
Resource Persons 

Richard Beaerley 
president 
Betterley Risk Consultants, Inc. 

Richard Jones 
Director of Underwriting 
American Nuclear Insurers 

...................... 
Holmes Brown 
Forum Coordinator 
Director of State and Ftderal Programs 
AftonAssocites,Inc. . 

CynthiaNorris 
Forum Publications Coordinator 
Staff Associate, Publications and State Programs 
Afton Associates, Inc. 

UA. Shaker 
Forum Management Coordinator 
President 
Afton Associates, Inc., 

Lori Tripoli 
Form Program Coordinator 
Staff Associate, Environmental Programs 
Afton Associates, Inc. 
.............................. 

. '. .- . .  ... 
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observers 

COMPANY 
12,3 

George Antonucci 
Director 
New Site Development 
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. 

COMPANY 
2.3 

COMPANY 
1,293 

COMPANY 
3 

COMPANY 
1 

JoAnne Buehler 
American Ecology Corporation 

Dale Jacobson 
Project Director, Nebraska Low-Level Radioactive Waste Program 
Consultant, Jacobson Helgoth 
State of Nebraska , 

W a y n e N m d  
National Sales Manager 
Scientific Ecology Group, Inc. 

Aidasoto . 
Baxter HeaIth Care Corporation 
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